Doomsday!
Updates on Transit Cuts
Fight the CTA!

Fight or Walk:
The Chicago Transit Fare Strike
by Midwest Unrest
The Campaign Begins
In July 2004, we heard in the news that
the CTA (Chicago Transit Authority) was going to
raise fares $0.25 at the start of the 2005. We
thought that this was a lot to ask of transit riders
whose fares had already gone up from $1.50 to
$1.75 at the start of 2004. The CTA claimed they
were facing a budget crisis but we could not see justification for an agency in a city as stinking rich as
Chicago, to pass their crisis onto the poorest section
of the population. We adopted the slogan that a fare
increase would be a wage cut for CTA riders.
We had heard of fare strikes being called in other
places, specifically in Italy in the 1970s and more
recently in San Francisco. The idea made sense. As
an anarchist collective we had no illusions about
lobbying politicians. We wanted to win our demands
through direct action. If drivers stopped collecting
fares and riders stopped paying them then we would
have the economic power needed to pressure the
transit agency without disrupting the daily commutes of all of us who depend on transit service. It
was also a very easy way to involve all the riders
who would be affected by the fare increase, promoting “working class self-activity”, as was often quoted.
We started passing out one flyer for riders and one for drivers suggesting a fare strike as a
tactic. This got a decent response. Then in
September the CTA announced that they weren’t
going to raise fares but instead had an entire
“Doomsday” budget to be passed unless they
received $87 million from the state legislators. This
budget threatened a 20% cut to service and the loss
of over 1000 jobs. Whether or not money was
received, they also had plans to increase Para-transit
fares for disabled riders by a full 100%.
The CTA officials played it up in the
media that they really didn’t want to make any cuts
but that their hands were tied. They set up a front
group called “Keep Chicagoland Moving” which
claimed the solution was for people to call their
state representatives. Many community groups in
town who had had experience with the CTA though
were not fooled. The CTA had made similar cuts
before in 1997 and did not use extra money received
from the state to restore them.
It was assumed by many that the
Doomsday budget was in fact a way to get state
money, which has no strings attached, to fund the
ridiculous “legacy projects” so common in Chicago.
Just like Mayor Daley had recently spent $475 million ($350 million over-budget) on the extravagant
Millennium Park, which just happens to be his front
yard, his buddy, CTA President Frank Kreusi, had
just spent $119 million on the new CTA headquarters, often described as a “palace”. Despite the
threat to regular, much-needed service, plans to
build a $2 billion “Circle Line” (dubbed the Silver
Line) and to run express trains to the O’Hare
Airport had not been scrapped. The Circle Line has
been criticized because it will contribute to the gentrification of several working class Latino neighborhoods. While the proposed changes in the CTA
would make some riders’ commutes shorter, they
are clearly designed to make the transit system cater
(even more) to businessmen and tourists—at the
expense of the everyday riders who depend on it.
While the obvious connection of not
paying fares in resistance to a fare increase was lost,
we decided to use the tactic of a fare strike against
the Doomsday budget anyway. The elimination of
several bus routes and a lot of night and weekend
service would be even more devastating and angering for people. The attack on bus drivers’ jobs also
would make the necessary alliance between riders
and drivers a lot easier. We continued to pass out
flyers, this time sure to have “No fare increases, no
service cuts and no labor cuts” as our demands.
Hearings and Lobbying
In October, the CTA held four public
hearings throughout the city. They were a joke. The
CTA bureaucrats sat there with bored looks on their
faces, drinking their bottled water and occasionally
giggling to each other, while people talked about

April 13, 2005 -- The Chicago Transit
Authority (CTA) met this morning and
how they will lose their jobs without their bus lines, we’ll never know how many people, either workers or approved a new "doomsday budget" that will
riders,
took
part.
From
stories
we’ve
heard
though
we
will starve if they have to spend $150 of their
would estimate at least a 50% success rate when riders go into effect July 17th, unless the CTA gets
monthly disability checks on a transit pass or just
more money from state legislators. The budgtried to get on for free. To our surprise, people had
yelled at the officials for being idiots and told them
more success on the trains than on busses. We imagine et will reduce bus and "L" service by 36%,
to watch their backs.
that this is partly because the bus drivers have more
more-or-less to Sunday levels every day. This
The public hearings had no impact on
cameras on them. We also focused on the drivers when means increasing the average wait time by
the CTA’s decisions to cut service, of course. They
were used as a way for the CTA to have angry riders promoting the strike, as they were mostly the ones los- 68%, completely eliminating 54 bus routes,
ing jobs. It’s likely then that they were feeling more
vent off their anger (sometimes against impolite,
completely eliminating the Purple Line on the
pressure from management to collect fares whereas the
stressed-out bus drivers) and to promote the idea
"L" and laying off 2000 CTA workers. It also
that only the state legislature could fix the problem. station attendants had not been cracked down on.
The CTA reported 4 arrests for fare evasion means raising the fare for people paying cash
from $1.75 to $2.00 a ride as well as not
that day, which seems about average for a weekday.
Meetings and more Meetings
allowing them to buy transfers. These fare
None of the arrestees ever got in touch with us. We
had made it very clear whenever talking about the fare increases will follows on the heels of the
Around this time, we started to flyer the
strike that it was not a chain-yourself-to-the-fare-boxJanuary 2004 increase that raised the base
8 bus garages in town and talk to workers more
and-get-symbolically-arrested deal. We were not
about a fare strike. The drivers were all pretty
fare from $1.50 to $1.75.
pissed and stressed out. They had plenty to tell us
about CTA management, as well as their union reps.
We hadn’t been sure if we should contact the union;
all we had heard from them (ATU local 241) was a
quote in the newspaper saying that they did not condemn the CTA for the proposed job cuts. Many
workers were now telling us that we should help
them fight the CTA and the union at the same time
because the union was just a part of the company.
When we brought up the idea of a fare strike, the
response was usually quite positive. Only a few
drivers ever told us it was a bad idea and most said
they would support it.
We had a hard time pushing the campaign to a more coordinated level however.
Originally we had planned to call a meeting with all
the contacts we had collected at the hearings (and
with people who had contacted us through email
and our voice box) but we decided to call an initial
meeting solely with drivers before proposing a fare
strike to riders, hoping to have a more solid plan of
action.
A lot of drivers told us they would try to
make it but when the evening came, only two
employees actually showed up. The meeting was
still useful though. They were interested in the idea
of a fare strike, but worried about management
cracking down on employees who participated—
especially if fare boxes were sabotaged. On the
other hand, they said that they doubted that any
drivers would call the cops on people for evading
fares. This pointed in the direction of a rider-lead
fare strike.
The next week we had our open meeting.
About 35 people showed up, all riders. They were
of all ages and from different groups such as the
Little Village Environmental Organization (a group
based in a working class Latino neighborhood, that
has been fighting for restoration of transit service to
their neighborhood cut in 1997), a high school
group, the Campaign for Better Transit and many
other folks. We proposed calling a fare strike starting December 15th, just over two weeks before the
Doomsday budget was to go into effect. We felt it
was key to have the fare strike before the cuts went
into effect so that the 1000 drivers being fired
would still be working, be pissed off and not have
much to lose. Also the idea of starting the strike the
day the cuts went into effect would be undermined
if the CTA delayed or was unclear about when this
would happen. We wanted it to be more than just a
single day strike. We wanted it to continue until our
demands were met (and even then we wouldn’t
issue a call for people to start paying fares). The
proposal was passed.

December 15th
Then finally on the 15th, the
day the strike was to begin, the Chicago
Sun-Times reported that a deal had been
struck with state legislators and that all
the cuts and any decision on them would
be delayed 6 months. The CTA refused to
comment on the matter. While this
announcement was not official it served to
weaken the fare strike as many people
thought the issue had been resolved.
Still, many bus drivers and station booth attendants did let people ride
for free that day. In one instance, a bus
driver let a rider sit at the front of a bus,
handing out flyers for the entire route, letting about 200 people on for free. Due to
the decentralized nature of the fare strike,

encouraging anyone to get themselves arrested. We
were counting on the groundwork done with bus drivers to make it likely that people could get on the bus
for free, without incident.
There were definitely more cops around the
CTA busses and trains on the 15th. Cops were spotted
riding busses or closely following behind them in their
cars. It was also obvious that much economic loss to
the CTA avoided by having cops around to intimidate
people into paying fares, would happen anyway in the
money spent on additional security.

A version of these service cuts and fare
increases was originally scheduled to go into
effect January 1st of this year. In mid
December in an atmosphere of increasing
protests and a campaign of organized fare
evasion, state representatives made vague
promises to increase funding by this spring
and the CTA voted to delay the cuts 6
months.

Cuts Delayed
After months of stalling tactics and leaving
the decision on the Doomsday budget until the last
minute, it was finally on the agenda at the December
16th CTA board meeting. The CTA had this “public”
meeting so filled with their own people that very few
of the 200 riders who showed up, on a weekday afternoon, could even get in. The public comment process
is very strict, allowing 3 minutes each to only 5 speakers, who must book their space a week in advance.
After giving Frank Kruesi a lump of coal for
Christmas, high school students from Students for
Transit Justice walked out and started chanting in the
lobby downstairs, loud enough to disrupt the meeting
upstairs. The students led others in chanting that continued for a good 2 hours.
The meeting eventually restarted however.
The decision in the end was in fact, like the Sun-Times
had hinted the previous day, to delay any service cuts
or decisions on them 6 months. This had been at the
request of state legislators who suggested that money
would now be made available during the spring session. Furthermore, the decision to double Para-transit
fares in January, which had already been passed, was
reversed.
We then put out a statement declaring partial victory, and have stopped organizing fare evasion.
January 2005
Of course the fight is not over. We are encouraged by
our successes so far and will continue to organize
against the CTA.
Midwest Unrest
www.midwestunrest.net/farestrike
midwest_unrest@riseup.net
773-250-7060

Metro Transit Cuts in the Twin Cities
Astoundingly, the Metropolitan Council, the
planning agency for the Mpls.-St. Paul metro
area, announced last month that it will reduce
service on 78 bus routes and eliminate completely service on 28 routes. That's 70% of
the entire bus system. Naturally, this will
necessitate more waiting and walking and
more time spent commuting for those who
depend on public transit to go to work or
make it to a doctor. The effect is expected to
be so drastic that many riders will no longer
be able to complete more than one errand per
bus fare, and won't be able to reach some
destinations at all anymore. People with limited mobility who can't compensate for the
lost service by biking or walking, like people
in wheelchairs, will really be fucked.
The Met Council held a series of public hearings throughout April. At one of them in the
first-ring suburb of Hopkins, a white man in
his mid thirties and a wheelchair pleaded
with worried lips for the council not to go
through with the cuts. I couldn't take my eyes
off of what seemed at the time like a terribly
pathetic subjugation. And yet it was difficult
to hate the representatives of the council,
who in response to each sad story, could only
offer one essential reply. With deeply concerned looks, they repeated, "Well, in light of
the budget, we can't sustain the current system."
Metro Transit, the company run by the Met
Council, has a budget with a $60 million
deficit, and although he didn't cause the problem, our doughy-faced governor Tim
Pawlenty is sticking to his campaign promise
not to raise taxes in the current legislative
session. Asshole. But not only will the routes
be cut, the council is proposing to (and more
than likely will) raise fares by 25 cents. The
council is supposed to make its final decision
on what routes to cut and on the fare increase
by mid-May, effectively reducing even our
practical ability to live our lives.

WELCOME T O
DAYBREAK # 6 !
We’ve been truckin’ away all winter on this
issue, trying hard to create something relevant,
trying to raise money to pay off our last issue,
and tryin’ to still have fun in the meantime.
And now it’s spring, and we finally have
something to show for all our toil. To us, this
issue seems to be about redefining what we
want our lives to be and finding our inspiration
in the midst of drudgery and disappointment.
We won’t use some tired old metaphor about
spring and rebirth, but to some extent it’s true
– there’s so much bullshit in the world that we
constantly have to search for hope to make
something better. Where it ultimately lies is in
our personal relationships, the way we treat
each other, and in the places we create to support each other.
We’ve started publishing only twice a year,
since each issue costs about $800 after printing, mailing, and other expenses. We held an
art auction this year, which was super fun, but
fundraising and trying to put out four issues a
year is next to impossible. We have enough
ideas and passion, but we all have jobs and
pets and other projects, too. So if you want to
give us money or help us organize benefits,
you could read your favorite local anarchist
tabloid maybe three or four times a year!

WHAT I S DAYBREAK?
Daybreak Collective formed about four years
ago (right before the September 11th attack) in
Minneapolis, MN with a small group of
friends who shared a desire to create a better
world and to communicate our desire to make
our lives reflect our ideals. The newspaper
came about as a way to support and enrich the
people and projects in our communities and to
communicate our hope for creating a better
world to people who aren’t necessarily part of
the punk or activist communities in a really
accessible way.
We’re not professional journalists – we all
have normal jobs and have learned how to
make this newspaper as we’ve gone along.
Our skills get better with each issue and we
think that shows in the paper, but what really
helps us is contributions, feedback, or other
input from the people who care about us. We
know you have something to say, so say it!
Write an article! Draw a cartoon!
Constructively criticize! It’s the bullshit when
people think that what they have to say isn’t
important or good enough. Why would we
want to perpetuate a vision of the world in
which professionals and experts rule? We all
rule!
Our newspaper is based here in Minneapolis
and focuses mainly on the lives and ideas of
Midwest radicals. We print 5.000 copies of
every issue, which are distributed throughout
the Midwest, primarily in the Twin Cities. You
can find Daybreak! at a lot of the places that
are listed on our back page of local resources .
Thanks to all who donated art for the auction,
Switchboard for the benefit show and all the
bands that played, Lonesome Dan Case, all the
local collectives, Kristen from M.U., World In
Trouble, all our friends and helpers, and anyone who writes us
letters.

Every day, on every channel of media, the Iraq War rages on. Long after the
huge protests have faded (is it a coincidence that they stopped around election
time?) Americans and Iraqis are still dying. Saying ‘I told you so’ feels like such
an empty victory. But let’s not be too hard on ourselves (we’re not Marxists or
Christians after all). Not because we didn’t drop the ball by letting liberals co-opt
the anti-war movement into a John Kerry stump speech, but because the ball, traditional demonstrations, was never really that useful of a tool to take on a war
machine anyway. Even if the state machine collapsed tomorrow there would be a
million petty dictators to step into its place. As long as the culture we’ve been
trained in reproduces violence at every level of interaction any political actions of
ours are useless unless we deal with the authoritarian culture that backs up the
system. As revolutionaries we need to throw ourselves into the culture war that
conservatives are always ranting about, to start putting out our lived values as a
functioning alternative rather than relying on theory, rhetoric, and antiqued ritual.
It would mean a partial shift in focus from purely political organizing to community organizing and a partial shift in perspective from focusing on the authorities
to focusing on ourselves. By defining ourselves largely as a ‘protest movement’
we’ve focused on mediating our relationship to authoritarian institutions instead
of going to the grassroots, the culture of how we treat each other, and building
equality, or to use a different word, anarchy, from the ground up that can effectively confront and undermine authoritarian institutions.

Long
Term
Resistance
Means
Culture
War

In saner times, when people had beef with some illegitimate authority, they would gather together and either burn the motherfucker down or
extract some sort of reparation from the authority. A protest is like a 100th generation photocopy of a good old fashioned king burning, where all
the threat is extracted and all we are left with is an empty ritual that we keep on doing out of habit. The unspoken goal of anarchist protesters is
not to lobby the authorities but to transform protests into liberating experiences or into insurrections that take down authorities. While it’s true
that protesters can be very successful in chasing out authoritarian institutions by protest, it’s often overlooked that this occurs only in situations
where power is physically threatened — like in Argentina where protesters stormed government buildings and actually bodily removed the officials. This doesn’t mean that violence is the single answer, but that these protests developed out of deeply held cultural values that offered sustained opposition stemming from fundamental critiques. These cultural values also manifest themselves in the Argentine workplace occupations
and the wide public support for them.
The protest movement’s main problem is a severe lack of vision. Even if this war ends, the next will come soon enough. The authorities may
become a little more reasonable for a limited amount of time, but they will never willingly dismantle the apparatus of violence that is the foundation, authoritarian society and government. The real problem is the system, which is violent on many levels – from one-on-one to countryagainst-country violence. Until we get rid of it, military wars will always exist and, worse yet, our social interactions will still be tinged with normalized violence and aggression. If we’re really radicals, then it makes a lot more sense to set our sights high – to tear the system apart, for
example – than to stand outside in the cold with a sign until we’re jailed, or the governments and corporations of the world succeed in their nefarious plot to murder every living thing. But it’s more complicated than a mere cry for revolution. We need to face the fact that as revolutionaries,
we were not raised in a vacuum and the culture inside of us is highly authoritarian. Therefore, we still need to make a conscious effort to interact
in more anarchistic ways.
Every group of people on earth has a different culture with norms of interacting that have developed over time according to the circumstances
faced. Humans are incredibly adaptable; we have very few definite cultural traits that anyone can agree on. We can be highly authoritarian or
damn egalitarian and, obviously, as anarchists we want to push the culture towards more anarchistic relationships. This involves not only yelling
‘smash the state’ at riot cops or people locked in office cubicles (from hereon referred to as Dilberts) but by consciously promoting (and inventing) a culture through our daily lives. There are lots of things that we can do on the individual level to relate to the people we love more anarchisticly. They are the mundane points of process that nobody likes to hear about: speaking respectfully, discussing sexual and other forms of consent,
and getting off your high horse once in a while, etc. If we can’t commit to adopting more egalitarian modes of communication in our own lives,
then anarchistic interpersonal relationships will never become the norm. It is each of our personal responsibilities to lead by example, whether
that means being a good listener or doing your god damned dishes!
But we also need to expand our expectations of the loose-knit community that already exists and put more emphasis on instilling lived values that
are the antithesis of war and government-sanctioned murder. People need to support the temporary institutions that sustain our values in the face
of the highly authoritarian culture. They’re pretty much the same as the projects you see listed on flyers now – free schools, infoshops, independent media, and groups that provide helpful services like Food Not Bombs and childcare. These institutions strengthen the community whose core
values are opposed to authority and whose logical follow through is direct action. So it isn’t an either/or question of whether we should make
direct action or build community. For so long we’ve skipped the middle step between action and theory and no wonder we’ve been stumbling.
Culture is the step that nurtures the seedlings of both action and theory. Out of a lived and healthy egalitarian culture, resistance will naturally
blossom.

paid to do this -- we need
some goshdang money! We
publish 5,000 copies of each
issue and distribute them
for free all over Minnesota,
as well as provide free
subscriptions to prisoners.
We need your help to keep
Daybreak! alive and accessible to all!

Collective for this
issue: Amy, Jon,
and Pam.
Volunteers: Troy,
Garrett, Nilz, and
Brady.

DAYBREAK!
PO Box 14007
Minneapolis, MN 55414
daybreak@tao.ca
www.daybreaknewspaper.org
This publication is intended for entertainment purposes only. Daybreak!
is not liable for any opinons expressed by the authors. Take that, pigs!

It takes hundreds of dollars
to publish each issue of
Daybreak! As it is, we can
only afford to come out
twice a year, and that’s
after busting our collective
ass organizing benefits,
having bake sales, and collecting change off the bottom of every wishing-well we
see, all the while trying
to write articles, hold down
jobs, and maintain sort-of
enjoyable existences. In
other words, we don’t get

wash, or piggy bank you
want to give us.
Broke as a joke and still
want to help out?
Contribute to Daybreak!
We are always looking for
interesting rants, art, news
articles, stories about
cops, d-i-y info, cartoons,
fiction, or anything else
you’ve got. Please consider
sharing your ideas and talents with us. Artwork
would be especially nice!
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free/local/independent
media, radical politics,
community buildiing, or are
remotely interested in any
part of our publication,
please send us your (wellconcealed) monetary help or
Volunteer
donate through paypal on the If you’re interested in volinternet at:
unteering with the collective, beware, but we’d still
www.daybreaknewspaper.org
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us at daybreak@tao.ca for
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more information.
of any benefit show, car
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Daybreak! is a volunteerrun, not-for-profit newspaper. Advertisements help
pay the cost of publishing.

AD RATES:
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dear daybreak,
Write to us! It’s how we know people are
actually reading Daybreak! We promise to write back.
hello daybreak, we are farmers in minnesota, just south of the metroarea, and
while looking for permaculture farms in minnesota in google Ifound your article. I was looking for information on permaculutre on thenet because our on
our farm the old way of doing agriculture doesn't worklike it used to. My dad
farms corn, soybeans and alfalfa and has buffalobut he says that with the
prices are the way they are he can't afford tocontinue on like he has.
What
would it take to find out more information on this, on yournewsletter (newspaper?)? Please send me more info on this, I wouldgreatly appreciate it, Thank
you! The Koskovichs of Shakopee, MN.
Dear Daybreak,
Received the awesome last issue and have made sure hat dozens of others
in here have seen it. Sometimes if its not Stephen King or some other fiction
you have to pitch it. Prisoners, now, are generally less radical or concerned
about politic and social change. They’ve, for the most part, been thoroughly
indoctrinated into the market’s ideology; turned uber capitalists. Its all
about “self” and all about paper (money.) Get it any way you can. The reactionary prison gangs are the only thing here besides religious cults that have
any kind of loyal followings. And their code is “money, mack, murder.” If it
doesn’t pertain to that they are against it. But there are a few folks who
will read and start engaging anti authoritarian ideas. One mind at a time.
I’ll stop rambling. I enjoy Daybreak! And wanted to let you know I received it
fine. In solidarity, Malcolm.
Hello! Today I read your (newsletter?) “Daybreak”, for the first time and was a
little embarrassed that my prior idea of anarchy was a society overrun by
chaos, to say the least! Well, hell, we really do learn something new every
day! On that note- thank you for enlightening me. No, I’m not being sarcastic.
I was thoroughly impressed. For years I can remember the subject of corruption
in all forms of government coming up in conversation with certain family members of mine. Narrow-minded arrogance run rampant in this country, and it was
refreshing to sit down and read a publication that provoked so much thought on
the subject.
Sort version- Good fucking job! When I saw the word “anarchist”, I
thought it would be a lot of ranting and raving about politics, etc.. Whatever
opinions that you expressed made sense to me. It made me think and laugh, and
once I picked it up I read it from front to back. Your articles about gentrification, yuppie “insurgence” (so to speak), lack of health care for low-income
families, etc. Were great. I’m not going to re cap every article, but thanks
again!
Sincerely, Chris

Healing the Red and Blue
Rift With More Red
This is a difficult time for moderate Americans. The inseams of our collective American Khakis are being torn
asunder by partisan strife and squabbling. We, here at the Center for the Anarchist Experience, refuse to stomach even one more magazine article by progressives that makes some sort of pun regarding states being colored blue or red. We're here to say America is sick (of liberals pretending they have a sense of humor so we’ll
read their dumb articles that have zero jokes in them). Sick to the bottom of our intestines. In this spirit we've
constructed a proposal that might deal with the partisan politicos that are at the heart of all our troubles so that
we can merge this red and blue country into a muddy brown superpower that will be of equal or greater size
than any other bureaucracy on earth!
In old times when people of the elite social classes had a problem with one another they wouldn't
talk about it or leave passive-aggressive messages on dry eraser boards; they would pull out their pistols and
duel it out in a public square. Unfortunately this practice has fallen out of habit since the time when that oldtimey neo-con Alexander Hamilton was shot to death by none other than the vice-president. Like all our
American traditions: hemp products, puritanical repression as sexual perversion, and stuff made from plastic,
dueling too, was criminalized. But is there anything more American than bloodsports? It's at the core of our
cultural legacy to watch two politicians blasting away at one another until their clothes hang in shreds. It's
about holding onto a piece of our ancestors.
The benefits of decriminalization are manifold. Not only would politicians wipe each other out
(instead of wiping us out like they're trying to do) but the wily ones who survive would be too busy hiding
and fighting to intrude on our lives. That would mean no more hearing their inane squabbling about banning
anesthesia because Jesus never used it or bullshit about how people with no mental capability (not politicians
but the actual brain-dead) are more important than the millions of Americans who die from a lack of basic
medical care or food.
There's a blandoid governor who resides in a great northern state that’s given birth to such luminaries as Pig Eye and Hamms (it's rumored that this governor has a little problem with a testicular heat rash),
does anyone think that he would dare dump 35,000 Minnesotans off public health care when R.T. "Smash"
Rybak, the mayor of Minneapolis was around. That guys a crazy motherfucker! Or would anyone dare support
drilling the arctic refuge when Greens would send out their guerillas (or better yet gorillas! How long must we
wait for this step in the political process) with biodegradable 'green' ammunition?
We need to call our congress people, our senators, and the city council members and tell them to
repeal the prohibition on dueling. Tell them we want their blood to run red in the streets and for caterpillars to
nibble their corpses! And to egg them on a little bit it wouldn't be a bad idea to start spreading rumors. If
someone dropped a hint about Governor Arnold’s propensity for man panties (i.e., manties) it would surely get
the ball rolling! But let's be careful to ensure that they know that it's not us who want to kill them. And we
certainly don't want more poor people killing each other, what we want, to misquote 19th century robber baron
Jay Gould: is for one half of our paid representatives to kill the other half. And we promise no anarchists
would ever be involved! We're just here to reclaim our cultural heritage, as I believe is our right under the UN
Declaration of Human Rights. Decriminalization of dueling between politicians now!
The Center for the Anarchist Experience would like to make the following disclaimer: This piece is
a satire and intended for entertainment purposes only. We have to say this because you guys have been crazy
about persecuting anyone who talks shit about you. Minnesota Governor Tim Pawlenty actually sent some of
his security down to harass a busker who'd written a satirical song about him. There are hundreds of cases of
George Bush involving everything from email message boards to art classes in High Schools. We know why
you're so paranoid that you read in every parody a sense of danger. It's because people hate you, they despise
you, and if you listen to the chatter going on in the world, millions have wished for the deaths of people of
people who've been in your position. It's crude but it's true. But anyway don't worry because this is a satire,
nothing more, really.

Daybreak Says
Smash the State
(of Boring Armchair Theorizing in Activist Circles)!
Union meetings. Anti-war meetings. Meetings, meetings, meetings! Meetings
are some sort of titillatingly boring leftist perversion, perhaps a throwback to
a time when monkeys were first learning to talk and sat around chewing contentedly on words that, in the end, just sounded good rolling off the tongue.
And most of these are not meetings where people are working through real
issues that are relevant to our lives. Meeting with the people around you to
create dialogue about things that affect you is f'n necessary! But nothing
makes Leftists feel like they're accomplishing something like quibbling on
some inconsequential point of theory or turn of a phrase. If the Left still
thinks it's enlightening people by tweaking that one phrase about the emancipation of women in connection to Christian fundamentalist snake charmers
then it's sorely misjudged how dumb people are. Every worker in her heart
knows that wage labor is a bunch of bullshit. A communiqué from a 3-member Class War federation based in the hills of St Cloud State is not going to
change her life one iota. Few people (a very mentally ill few) enjoy the mindnumbing 40 hour work week but most see very few alternatives that are actually functioning, and therefore no reason to waste even more of their precious
'free time' listening to utopian visions of a work free world before facing
down yet another workday. We can have all the theories and statements in the
world. We can have the ultimate political line, but as long as we cease to
affect the world around us in ways that affect peoples lives, as well as our
own, then we're doomed to spend eternity listening to pseudo-academics
quoting Foucault or CrimethINC as we slave away in hot kitchens or fascistic
office complexes, and that, my friends, is a fate worse than death.
The Trouble with Quibbles
This quibbling over petty details is a compulsion that seeks to reject the complexity of the world, to rewrite it in clear clean lines that can then be dealt
with clearly. Marx tried to do this. They tried to bludgeon the words on pen
and paper into the people and world around them, in the end, the words were
no match for the complex realities. In the real world there is no perfect
phrase that will bring down the walls of Jericho. It often seems like those
lunatics on the socialist left are, well, just crazy. Just as soon as they've
formed a new socialist party and stocked it with college students from well to
do families, they have another split based on some little ideological quibble.
This isn't as crazy as it looks at first sight. Socialists are searching for the
holy grail of the perfect 'line' that will lead the working classes to their side.
Each split is a new combination of priorities and phrases that inevitably lead
to disappointment when no one pays any fucking attention. The same behavior can be seen in academics with their theories and liberals with their
Political Correctness. So if it's not the specifics of the 'correct line' that are
the problem it must be the whole concept of a 'correct line' itself.
An Anarchist Theory of Theories
It's the unique position of authoritarians everywhere that they try to force
specific visions onto people, from the communists to the capitalists, and they
don't take no for an answer. They all seek to justify the violent coercion by
exclaiming that it's for the good of the people, or some similarly idealistic
incantation. Anarchists differ from all other idealists because we're hoping
that we can remove restrictions like government and capitalism (among others…of course) so that people can decide what's best for themselves. That
probably sounds like bullshit but anarchists know that no matter what future
society we think might be best, that the real world will intrude on it. So
instead of detached theories we create working processes that actually reflect
our values like autonomy, direct democracy, and the oft neglected, humor.
However, we must admit, it is a revolutionary's role to dream. But then, how
do our dreams differ from our authoritarian brethren?
When Building Alternatives is the Most Convincing Propaganda
The place where anarchists have always differed from Leftist revolutionaries
is that we make experiments. We make collectively run co-ops, syndicalist
labor organizations, and community projects like Food Not Bombs. You
might say, 'why, communists have infiltrated labor unions since Lenin was in
diapers!' True. But when they infiltrated the unions they did it as a way to
gain power to take over the state power. They also made a dogma or idol out
of specific forms of organization. When anarchists do things they tend to
build temporary projects that have structures that are more easily adaptable to
real life necessities. Not only are these projects temporary and adaptable but
for us, they're practice. So instead of focusing on building our political power
we usually focus on building processes that remove the authoritarian realities
that we disagree with. While some of us still romanticize the idea of a glorious revolution we're not dumb enough to go into it unprepared. We realize
that if we want to live democratically that we need to practice so we'll be
ready if that time ever comes (or is brought about). Our projects work both to
remove authoritarian restrictions at the same time as we're putting into practice anti-authoritarian values. Now that's a revolutionary answer to the chicken and the egg joke.
The Future Never Ends
Essentially, the Leftist obsession with mapping out every detail of the future
is a dead end. We will never be able to plan for all conditions that may arise.
We will never be able to intellectually convince people to come over to our
side from a style of rhetoric or a detached set of theories. People in the
Midwest are not dumb (can't speak for Iowans). We know that anything that
seems too good to be true probably is. We also have responsibilities that keep
us from joining that nice insurrectionist anarchist collective down the block.
But if something is happening right in front of our noses we're not the type to
quibble. Whether it's a restorative justice program that is proving prisons are
unnecessary or collectively run workplaces that are proving bosses are. It
transforms an idea from something in the mind of a theorist to a living
breathing alternative, and with it comes hope and inspiration. It's a cycle that
brings hope and dispels the myth that nothing different from the current system can exist. The inspiration feeds into new ideas and then into practice, as
endlessly, newly improvised practices and alternatives emerge.
The future never ends.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS!
They have taken up the cry of the Argentinean
The raid on the giant Panorama supermarsocial movements, 'Que se vayan todos!' (They ket, on the eastern outskirts of Rome, was the
all must go!).
most spectacular of 40 similar swoops on
Italian stores in recent weeks by mobs claiming
they were "reappropriating" the goods. There is
Lucio Gutiérrez, who was elected President of Vatican City
The pope died!
considerable sympathy for the protesters among
Ecuador with the support of the social moveItalians who are fed up with high unemployments and the indigenous CONAIE
Police Stand Aside as Anarchists Raid Italian ment and economic austerity.
(Confederation of Indigenous Nations of
Supermarkets
One pensioner who witnessed the Panorama
Ecuador) but subsequently turned his back on
raid, complained that after paying his rent he
them, has been forced out by the Ecuadorian
When 300 "shoppers" poured into a busy Rome only had €250 (£173) a month to live on.
people after a week of massive protests in
Quito, Cuenca, and elsewhere. Gutiérrez aban- supermarket and loaded their trolleys with fine "There's nothing wrong with what they're
doing," he said. "Bravo," said a woman. "I can
wine and food, it was not because there were
doned campaign promises of broad social
only go shopping once a month, and when the
reform in order to kiss up to the IMF, back 'free any special offers.
Instead the crowd, led by anarchist protest- money runs out I have to tighten my belt."
trade' agreements with the US, allow increased
Nor are supermarkets the only target. Last
US military presence, and generally sell out the ers who swigged champagne as they swept
down the aisles, demanded a 70 per cent "dis- week anarchists extracted autoreduzioni, or
Ecuadorian people to neoliberalism. Many in
count" on everything they wanted.
"self-imposed discounts", of 60 per cent from
Ecuador, including the CONAIE, see the
They ignored the manager's refusal and
bookshops in Bologna and Florence.
removal of Gutiérrez as the first step, not the
police, who feared a riot, stood by as the proend goal; they are urging the mobilizations to
continue until the entire corrupt political class, testers wheeled trolleys laden with goods past Squatters Day of Direct Action in France
neoliberalism, the Free Trade Agreement, Plan the tills and on to the street, to distribute their
contents to anyone who would take them.
In the last few years France has seen the develColombia, and multinationals are all gone.
Uprising in Ecuador!
'Que se vayan todos!'
Indymedia Ecuador

opment of many independent political squats,
where collective living experiments and public
political activities of various sorts are attempted. These spots usually host anti-capitalist and
pro-anarchist actions and events, "free-zones"
where goods and material are exchanged,
squatted vegetable plots, hacklabs. These are
places where alternative hardware and software
is developed, information, books and brochures
printed and brought out within "infokiosques",
where people work on alternative medicine,
recycling, bicycles, mechanics, wood and metal
craft, silkscreening, DIY building, sunfloweroil recycling for vehicles, organic seeds
exchange, groups for feminist, queer or transgender thoughts and action, "food not bombs"
street meals, free vegan restaurants, bars, concerts, film-projections and theatre performances.
The "400 Couverts" is one of these projects.
Little street located in Grenoble's city centre,
squatted for over three years, the 400 Couverts
houses 20 inhabitants and hosts a public space,
filled with activities. The local "Socialist Party"
council, owner of the place, intends to evict
and raze the 400 Couverts alley. A local campaign to prevent the eviction has been
launched, soon to be broadened with a day of
decentralised solidarity actions elsewhere.
On the 25th of February, 2005, everywhere
in France, squatters stood up to protest against
evictions, with a particular focus on the "400
Couverts" and the french "Socialist Party"'s
repressive politics. Occupations, banner-drops,
wall paintings, rubble dropping, demonstrations, squat openings, confrontations with officials and miscellaneous other actions took
place in Grenoble, Dijon, Paris, Toulouse,
Lyon, Reims, Montpellier, Nantes, Ales, and
Strasbourg among others.

I-69, Plan Puebla Panama, and Capitalist Globalization
by Road Block Earth First!
In the years since it has been instated, NAFTA has brought about job losses in the U.S. and increased exploitation of persons and resources in Mexico, as well as a
loosening of environmental policies throughout the free trade area. I-69 would only serve to augment NAFTA's capacity for destruction by providing a straight shot
for job migration and movement of capital.
While Mexico's low wages and labor standards grant it preferred status as a center of production within the free trade area, the inclusion of the rest of Central and
South America in the free trade zone through the proposed Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) would threaten this position. Workers in countries with even
lower wages and labor standards would be made all the more available for corporate exploitation. To counter this threat, Mexico has thrown its support behind the
Plan Puebla Panama, a highway connecting the Mexican state of Puebla directly to Panama, making Mexico additionally attractive to corporate investors. The combination of I-69 and Plan Puebla Panama would create a direct highway system from the Canadian border through the entirety of Mesoamerica.
Plan Puebla Panama is hailed as a way to foster economic growth in rural Mesoamerica, not only as a transportation project but as a "development" project. The
facts prove otherwise: Of the $20 billion projected cost, 90% is specifically directed towards transportation infrastructure. The governments and corporations pushing
Plan Puebla Panama are not concerned with sustainable economic development, but with the creation of a system of roads to replace the increasingly obsolete Panama
Canal and allow the quick transportation of commodities produced in the sweatshops of Mesoamerica to consumers in the Global North. Whatever "development"
does come with Plan Puebla Panama will address not human needs, but the whims of the global capitalist economy: hydroelectric dams being built on indigenous
lands in southern Mexico and Guatemala will not power indigenous communities, but rather additional maquiladora sectors; the biological reserve promoted as the
"greener side" of Plan Puebla Panama is not being designed to counteract the environmental devastation that Mesoamerica will experience as it is forced to industrialize, but is rather being underwritten by the Grupo Pulsar, a multinational biotech firm that hopes to pirate the genetic diversity of the region; Plan Puebla Panama is
not promising open borders with its highways, allowing people the same freedoms accorded to capital, but rather the militarization of borders, allowing Mexico to
protect the privileged status it gained with NAFTA, even as the free trade area is expanded by the passage of the FTAA.
We should hold no illusions that I-69 will benefit people in the Midwestern U.S.: after all, building more roads does not decrease traffic congestion, but encourages additional use of cars, thus causing an equivalent level of congestion but a raised level of pollution. Building more roads will not improve the quality of life for
poor people in Central America: it will further their exploitation by facilitating the creation of maquiladoras and corporate robbery of natural resources. Roads are the
veins of capital, the life support system for corporate globalization. They should be a primary target as we confront capitalism and strive to create another world.

CIW Wins Taco Bell
Boycott
The Coalition of Immokalee Workers is a community-based worker organization that
has been kicking ass since it formed in 1993 out of the agricultural fields of
Immokalee, Florida. The workers, mostly Latino, Haitian, and Mayan Indian immigrants, toil for long hours picking tomatoes and citrus fruit for giant corporations.
Their employers are shady labor contractors who pay them by piece for what they pick,
which is often barely one cent per pound. It adds up to less than __ a day, definitely
below the poverty line. Many of the workers have also been held in slave-like conditions, in which they were kept physically from leaving Immokalee and beaten severely
if they tried. The workers have also been prevented from unionizing, receive no overtime pay, and are not allowed any sick leave.
But, thanks to the CIW, conditions in Immokalee are improving. In the past five
years, they’ve busted six slave rings! In 2001, they launched a boycott against fastfood giant Taco Bell, which purchased most of their tomatoes from Immokalee suppliers. The boycott spread like wildfire throughout college campuses and protests were
held against Taco Bell all over the country. In 2003, over 75 workers, students, and
other allies staged a 10-day hunger strike outside of YUM Brands (parent corporation
of Taco Bell, KFC, Pizza Hut, and others) Headquarters, in Louisville, Kentucky.
Finally, this March, in Louisville, right at the culmination of the Taco Bell Truth Tour,
Taco Bell caved in and agreed to use their capitalist powers to influence tomato growers to better the wages and the working conditions of the Immokalee workers. Now,
the official boycott is over (that doesn’t mean you can eat there again) but there’s still a
hell of a lot more room for improvement. Taco Bell agreed to fund a one cent per
pound raise for the workers. Woop-dee-doo! That’s better than nothing, but c’mon
TB! You’re a giant corporation! Your CEO makes more money per year than any of
the Immokalee workers will make in a life-time. But Taco Bell is just one rotten tomato in a field of hundreds! Fast food giants are all stinky, gaseous, rotten, mold-oozing
tomatoes. Join the CIW as they target the rest! Visit www.ciw-online.org.

HIGHWAY TO HELL
The “NAFTA Superhighway”
is a proposed interstate highway that would extend the
existing I-69 from Ontario,
Canada to the Texas/Mexico
border. It will include
approximately 2100 miles of
highway, most of which does
not yet exist, for I-69 itself,
as well as approximately 685
miles of proposed or existing
connector highways. The
proposed construction will
span across 8 U.S. states,
from Texas to Michigan, creating a direct route for goods
and capital to flow freely
from Mexico to Canada.
This highway, in the true
spirit of free trade, will bring
devestation to the environment and livelihoods of anyone in its path.
www.roadless-summer.org

New York: Anti-Bike Barrier Dismantled by
Bicycle-Riders Freedom Front
In the early morning hours of Tuesday, April 26, 2005, members of the Bicycle-riders Freedom Front
(BFF) dismantled a section of the recently installed anti-bike barriers on the Brooklyn side of the
Manhattan Bridge. These barriers prevent cyclists from taking a direct exit off of the bike path and force
them to follow a lengthy dangerous detour to the unlit underside of the Manhattan Bridge. Below is the
anonymous communique sent out by Bicycle-Riders Freedom Front members in NYC about recently taken
action.
In the early morning hours of Tuesday, April 26, 2005, members of the Bicycle-riders Freedom Front
(BFF) dismantled a section of the recently installed anti-bike barriers on the Brooklyn side of the
Manhattan Bridge. These barriers prevent cyclists from taking a direct exit off of the bike path and force
them to follow a lengthy detour to the unlit underside of the Manhattan Bridge, where several cyclists
have reported incidents of harassment.
These barriers are just another hazard of living in a city designed and shaped by car-worshipping ideologues. For years, cyclists in New York City have believed that they have had no choice but to live with
inadequate bike lanes, inconsiderate and aggressive drivers, and poorly designed and maintained bike
paths and bridges. Every day cyclists are the victims of hit and run drivers who are rarely held culpable for
their actions. Every day cyclists are forced to compete with car traffic because their bike paths-- if they are
lucky enough to be on one of the few roads
with a demarcated bike path-- are blocked by idling and double-parked vehicles, including police vehicles.
Every day cyclists injure themselves and damage their bikes on bridges built without any consideration for
bicycle and pedestrian safety.
If moderates continue to fail to win changes, we will take direct action. We want the dangerous bumps
on the Williamsburg Bridge bike path removed by the city or we will remove them ourselves. We demand
that lights be installed on the Willis Avenue Bridge and that a stop light and crosswalk be constructed on
the Bronx side of the bridge, where pedestrians and cyclists are presently forced to cross multiple lanes of
fast traffic.
We are pedestrians and bicyclists who refuse to submit to the tyranny of car-centrist urban planners
who design and build OUR city for the convenience of the automobile. We call for other walkers and riders to pick up the wrench and help us to dismantle car culture one bolt at a time.
-BFF

conference. Activists from all over the
U.S. and Canada came to the Twin Cities
to check in with local efforts, chop it up
about current events, and strategize where
best to use our energy. Thanks to Food
Not Bombs and Sin Fronteras Video
Productions for helping Minneapolis ARA
host a tight show.
Wrapping up, this January's Roe vs.
Wade anniversary was ARAs 3rd annual
Chili for Choice rally. ARA held the fort
for reproductive choice on the lawn of the
state capitol—against swarms of antichoicers and in sub-zero windchills. Luckily,
Update from Minneapolis Antiwe had the passion to brave that creepy crowd
Racist Action
and the chili to keep us warm. For the future?
Look for a new chapter starting out in St.
Slow and Steady…
Cloud, join our sporadic picketing of "fake
Although events from Minneapolis Anti-Racist clinics", and The ational Right to Life conferAction have been far between, there have been ence is coming to Minneapolis… ARA and all
a significant few. Last summer ARA teamed
interested parties should start planning soon!
up with the Lesbian Avengers and the Housman You can email us:
Community Center Gay-Strait Alliance to tus- arampls@hotmail.com or check out our websle with the prudes from "Love Won Out".
site: www.arampls.com.
This is the movement that attempts to 'cure'
queer people of the gay disease that hedonistic
ways have spread. We were able to infiltrate
Update from FWD-MN
their workshops, execute banner drops, hold an
impromptu same-sex kiss-in, and picket during
Last July, folks from all the worker co-ops and
their picnic lunch hour. As summer closed
collectives in town were invited to attend a
out, ARAs nationwide converged in NYC to
mixer at the Seward Cafe. The event was an
represent in actions against the Republican
opportunity to eat, drink, mingle and talk about
National Convention. We stuck together as a
our hopes and goals for the local worker cocontingent in several of the actions, we had a
op/collective movement. Here we affirmed that
hand in planning the Pro-Immigrant/Anti-INS
1) our region is home to a vibrant worker corally, and we formed the militant section of
the March for Women's Lives. We also organ- op/collective scene, and 2) all of our worker
co-ops, collective businesses and volunteer colized clinic defense for the NYC abortion
providers being targeted by Operation Witness, lectives could benefit from a stronger, formalized network.
pro-Bush/anti-choicers from out of town.
Follow up meetings were arranged, and
Upon our return to Minneapolis, we had a
visit from Fred Phelps to contend with. On his eventually we formed The Federation of
Workplace Democracies in Minnesota (FWDMinneapolis stop-over, this virulent homoMN, pronounced ‘forward in Minnesota’). Our
phobe, fundamentalist zealot, fanatic antiSemite was met with a crowd of unapologetic, goal, basically, is to articulate and extend the
loud, and demonstrative queers. In fact, we fol- ideals and connections shared by local worker
coo-ops and collectives.
lowed him wherever he intended to spew his
"God hates fags…" gospels, and were able to
The federation’s purpose is to:
out-shout him every time. For the record, he
-provide support for the continued success
hates Swedish people, too. In October,
of democratic workplaces
Minneapolis hosted the North American ARA

Hometown
Hellraisin’!

-Create and encourage opportunities for
new democratic workplaces
-Spread knowledge and awareness of demo
cratic workplaces
The federation is based on the values of:
-Self-reliance
-Cooperation
-Participatory democracy
-Transparency
-Sustainable development
Toward these goals, we have outlined a
comprehensive structure for the federation,
which will include a Planning Board, a
Communications Committee, a Mutual
Aid/Education Committee and a
Marketing/Education Committee. We have
organized workshops on bookkeeping and marketing and initiated cross-marketing campaigns.
We have been awarded a grant by The
Cooperative Foundation, a St. Paul-based
organization that supports innovative cooperative projects, and we plan to sponsor more
events and projects to benefit worker co-ops
and collectives.
Currently, the federation is working to
increase membership. To date, Seward Café,
Spokes Pizza collective, Northland Poster
Collective, Umoja Drum and music Co-op and
Roots and Fruits Produce have agreed to sign
on. We are still seeking volunteers to serve on
the Board and the committees. We need the
input and participation of as many democratic
businesses and organizations as possible in
order to effectively support the worker coop/collective movement in Minnesota.
For more information about our past efforts,
current projects and future plans, please visit
www.mncooperate.org, and look under the
‘activity’ section. If you’re a member of a democratic workplace and you’d like to join the
FWD-MN list serve, email Tom at tom.pierson@gmail.com, and simply let him know
where you’re from and that you’d like t o join
the list. After joining, you will be able to access
past meeting notes and receive frequent
updates. The Web site above also has general
information about worker co-ops, collectives
and related organizations.

Update from Minneapolis Food
Not Bombs
Minneapolis Food Not Bombs is back to serving weekly. After a whole winter of not being
able to find a decent place to cook and serve
indoors, we’ve finally gotten things figured out
and have resumed our regular schedule. We
are currently serving at 7pm on Wednesdays at
Peavey Park (at the intersection of Franklin and
Chicago). We also have a couple of special
events lined up, so be sure to check out Sexy
Spring and CLIT Fest for more awesome food.
To volunteer, come talk to us at the park or email minneapolisfnb@yahoo.com.

Update from Seeds of
Peace
Seeds of Peace is a collectively run non-profit
organization of volunteers that provides culinary support to activists at various events.
Seeds of Peace is relatively new to
Minneapolis, but the organization itself was
formed out of the anti-nuke movement of the
1980s.
So far, members from Minneapolis have
served food at the DNC and RNC events of last
summer, as well as the counter-inauguration in
January. Most recently, Seeds of Peace travelled to Louisville, Kentucky to cook for the
Coalition of Immokalee Workers and their
allies during a week-long series of events at the
culmination of the Taco Bell Truth Tour.
This summer, we’ll be cooking for a number of local events, as well travelling to
Philadelphia for the Bio-Devestation conference in June, and probably some other places
too!

The Project:
Berger Peat Moss, a Canadian-based horticultural company, plans to mine the sphagnum peat bog in Pine Island State Forest. The project includes 840 acres of peat fields and 320 acres of
drainage ditches and settling ponds. They plan to harvest the top six feet on sphagnum peat over the course of thirty years. In order to do this, the 22 mile-long Pine Island Forest Road must be
raised 3 to 6 feet above current levels, and widened to allow for semi and log truck traffic. The materials for the road will come from the rock under the village of Margie, south of Big Falls on
Highway 71. The peat project is already underway with the construction of two mile-long, forty-foot wide roads and the cleaning of drainage ditches while road #30 out of Big Falls was paved to
the Pine Island State Forest Road last year. The Pine Island Bog is 6000 years old and cannot be “reclaimed” as Berger plans to do after destroying it. The mining project will destroy this unique
ecosystem and cause toxins to enter the air and water.
The company intends to first log the area to allow the peat to dry. The county apparently agreed to clear the trees, mostly black spruce, from the bog. Then they will bring in a giant vacuum
machine to vacuum the peat, which is the technique often used for mining peat. Dust
plumes from this vacuum will spout 15 to 25 feet into the air and cause contamination
because of mercury and other heavy metal toxin content. An Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) was done on the bog areas and completed in December of 2001.
However, the EIS was done off-site on a generic bog, not this site specifically, and
therefore does not take into consideration characteristics unique to the Pine Island Bog.
This includes but is not limited to: protected flowers, including very rare orchids, the
plant and animal life specific to the area and very noteworthy, the extremely clean water
which many species, including humans, depend on. When EIS’s are done, they must
take all aspects of a project into consideration. The EIS done on Pine Island fails to
consider the rock mining in Margie, which will potentially destroy the entire village and
condemn the homes there. Because the EIS does not cover the mining in Margie and
does not take into consideration protected species present in the area, there are grounds
for its dismissal.

THE DESTRUCTION OF
MARGIE AND THE PINE
ISLAND BOG

How Plant and Animal Communities will be Affected:
Drainage from the mined area will flow into the Sturgeon, Black and Pine rivers which
flow into lakes including Red Lake. Mercury and other toxic sediment will go with. The company claims it will build sediment ponds to prevent drainage into rivers and lakes. However, this
does not address the fact that wildlife in the area will frequent sediment ponds for water. If humans hunt and fish, they too will be poisoned.
The Deal in Margie:
Dawn Eve, resident and spokesperson from Margie, explained that an Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) was done by Koochiching County. Margie’s water table, which is only 7 feet
below the surface, will be contaminated along with the nearby trout stream. Because an EIS is not required if the area to be mined is under 30 acres, none
To contact Berger Peat Moss:
was conducted on the Margie site. The project has exactly 30 acres, however, over 600 acres is on the bill in other names. The rock desired is not in this
acreage, but directly under the village. As this paper goes to print, Hawkinson, the construction company conducting the mining in Margie, does not have a
Berger’s main address is:
conditional use permit. A meeting is being held on May 3 to decide whether a permit should be issued.
Berger Peat Moss
121 RR. 1,
The Deal in Red Lake:
St. Modeste QC G0L 3W0
Red Lake adamantly opposes the projects which will affect the nation partly through drainage ditches which run directly onto reservation land. According to
Phone 418-862-4462 Fax 867the tribal chairman, Roger Jordaine, in resolution #91 written in 1976, the peat bog is being utilized correctly as it is. It is a habitat for wildlife. The tribe
3929
depends on hunting and fishing for its livelihood, and the trees and lumber are taken in moderation to boost the tribal economy. Tribal members at the Bog
Contact: Mr. Claudin Berger
meeting recommended looking into the historical and cultural significance of the Margie area because this must be taken into consideration on an EIS.
Email: info@bergerweb.com
Why do residents in the area want to mine the bog?
Doug Laubenstein
Many of them have lived in the area and fought the bog for decades trying to farm and eke out a living on harsh land. The project will provide seasonal miniMinnesota representative for
mum wage jobs in processing and packaging facilities near the town of Big Falls, which seems good to an area with a poor economy.
Berger
Phone: (218) 435-2775
Current Events:
Cellular: (218) 280-0741
Friends of the Pine Island Bog (FOPIB) planned a rally in International Falls on May 3 during a town commission meeting. This rally needs as many attenFax: (218) 435-2776
dants as possible. They also had plans to attend the May 3 Hawkinson meeting which will decide whether the conditional use permit will be issued. Instead
E-mail: dougl@bergerweb.com
of trying to get an injunction to stop the mining, the group plans to file a lawsuit. For more information email FOPIB at fopib@yahoo.com.

THE
POLICE
BEAT
Nude Man Attacked By K-9 Cop
A naked man was confronted by a canine cop and his
dog at his home in South Minneapolis. The authorities
say that the man “struck the officer in the head with
his fists and lunged at the officer and the dog." That’s
when the dog, fondly referred to as Zak in corporate
media reports, bit the suspect in the groin area. A K-9
supervisor contradicts the police report by saying that
the suspect, possibly mentally ill, ‘kept moving his
arms around during the ordeal.’ K-9 officers say all
police dogs are trained to react if their partner is
attacked. "That was something the dog does on
instinct, the officer didn't give a command." The man
suffered a severed testicle and a lacerated penis.
St. Paul Police Settle Another Excessive Force
Case: Admit No Wrongdoing
On October 24th, the city of St. Paul agreed to settle a
lawsuit about its police officers using excessive force
for $270,000, the largest such settlement in the city's
history. Robert Kearney, 47, sued the city in federal
court in June 2003, alleging his leg was broken as the
result of "unreasonable and unconstitutional use of
force."
The city admitted no wrongdoing in the settlement,
said Frank Villaume III, the city's supervisor of civil
litigation. He said the settlement was a way for the
city to avoid a potentially expensive jury verdict. "I
don't think the officers did anything wrong, and
nobody in the Police Department thinks they did anything wrong," Villaume said. The deal was approved
by the City Council. An internal review of the incident
cleared the two officers involved. The lawsuit
stemmed from a May 31, 2002 incident at a residence
where Kearney was staying as he tried to get clean of
drugs. When Kearney came home drunk to the rehabilitation center that afternoon, the manager called the
police. Kearney claimed that two officers pushed him
down a flight of stairs and ignored his pleas for medical attention. The officers disputed Kearney's allegations. They claimed in depositions that they never saw
Kearney fall. They also have stated they never noticed
that Kearney was injured or heard him ask to be taken
to a hospital, Villaume said. Liars.

The Police Beat column exists to publicize the crimes of police in our region. We
think that police brutality thrives because it is invisible to a large majority of people
and because the media makes it look like isolated cases of one ‘bad apple’ when it’s
really a problem with the entire system. We support the creation of civilian review
boards with actual power over police, the firing of rogue cops, restorative justice
programs. community alternatives, Copwatch, decriminalization of drugs, and of
course the abolition of private property and rich people (you knew it was coming).
We’re hoping to contribute, in our small way, to awareness of police abuse of power,
brutality, foolishness, and corruption. These are all factual accounts ripped from the
corporate media. Remember, they’re not just jerks. They’re jerks with guns.

of her house in south Minneapolis. Hogquist later
resigned from the police department. "It was a clear
case of abuse," Council Member Don Samuels said
after the vote.
Police Departments Recruit Volunteer Vigilantes
Law enforcement work traditionally has been closed
to public involvement. That has changed in recent
years as departments have spent more and more
money on fancy toys and weapons and now need to
rely on volunteers. Volunteers in Police Service,
national program that helps volunteers connect with
law enforcement agencies, has more than doubled
between 2003 and 2004, and several local departments
have taken on volunteers. They do tasks such as working security at public events, crime prevention programs, participating in citizen patrols, directing traffic
and interpreting. Nationally, the level of involvement
has increased, too, the U.S. Department of Justice
said. The number of volunteers has increased from
27,000 in 2003 to 69,000 in 2004, the Department of
Justice said. About 1,000 volunteer programs exist
nationwide, up from about 600 in 2003. These volunteers are typically trained less than 100 hours and are
unaccountable to community review boards.

to stand up. Olson then dropped the gun, and the victim kicked it away and wrestled with Olson before
driving to the City Hall police station to report the
incident. Police found Olson on the ground behind his
car. Tests revealed Olson's blood-alcohol content to be
0.24 percent more than twice the legal limit.
Two Minneapolis Police Officers Fired
On Feb. 12, it was announced that two Minneapolis
police officers were terminated for allegedly mishandling seized Minnesota Timberwolves playoff tickets
last summer. Heidi Eisenbeis and Bill Barta, both of
the Downtown Precinct, were discharged for taking
Timberwolves playoff tickets from a man selling them
on the street and giving them to another officer, but
the tickets were never turned in to the police property
room. The man who originally had the tickets went
inside Target Center and saw people sitting in the
seats. The people, who were not identified, got up and
left when the man asked why they were there. The
man whose tickets were allegedly seized was never
cited for scalping because no report was filed.

Five Minneapolis Police Arrested for Drunk
Driving
On Dec. 9, an officer Daly in Minneapolis was arrested for drinking and driving. The police chief William
Police Officer Pleads Guilty in Gun Case
McManus sent out a memo to warn officers how to
A Minneapolis police officer pleaded guilty to a
felony on Feb. 8, 2005 for loaning his service pistol to behave at holiday parties this season. He did that after
a cousin who allegedly used it in a drive-by shooting. firing officer Matthew Olson who drove drunk after
partying with other officers at a downtown
Tou Cha, 36, pleaded guilty in Ramsey County
Minneapolis bar, then driving the wrong way down
District Court to one count of aiding and abetting in
terroristic threats and quit the department immediately. the street and pulling a gun on a man. Still, there were
Prosecutors said they would seek a 30-day sentence in five more cops arrested for DWI between April and
December of 2004. Beside Daly, two veteran officers
the workhouse for Cha, plus five years probation
when he's sentenced April 27. They dropped additional and two rookies, James Brickley, David Ulberg,
Nathan Olstad, and Lance Christians, were stopped for
felony charges of aiding in the criminal damage of
the same reason. Police union President John
property and abetting a second-degree assault with a
Delmonco said the DWI incidents with two rookies
dangerous weapon.
raises questions about the psychological screening
process for hiring new officers. Meanwhile, Officer
Taser Gun Used on Roseville Student
Olson, who was fired for the first incident at a holiday
On March 2, for the first time since all Minnesota
cops started carrying tasers, a police officer stunned a party, got his job back after an arbitration hearing.
student at Roseville Area High School. The officer
used the Taser on Tuesday to stun and quiet a 15-year- Minneapolis Cop Rapes and Kidnaps Woman
Report: Disparity In Police Citations In
On Feb. 16, a Minneapolis police officer, 28-year-old
old girl who a school district spokeswoman said had
Minneapolis
become "very aggressive with the officer." The student David Hansen, was accused of sexually assaulting a
Blacks were 15 times more likely than whites to be
had been suspended from school Monday but returned 27-year-old woman. She was leaving Lifetime Fitness
arrested or cited in Minneapolis for low-level crimes
Center on Ford Parkway in St. Paul when a man she
Tuesday and "refused to leave and became unruly,"
such as not having a valid driver's license, according
recognized from the gym asked for a ride to his nearschool district spokeswoman Sally Latimer said.
to an analysis of 2001 data. However the report,
by car. The woman agreed and that’s when Hansen got
Roseville police Sgt. Lorne Rosand said use of the
issued by the Council on Crime and Justice, also
into her car, told her he had a gun and demanded she
Taser was "appropriate" in the case. Well, what else
found that such minority cases are less likely to result would they say? Police said Tasers would rarely be
drive to her home. Hansen raped the woman at her
in a conviction. The report analyzed nearly 2,000
house. He’ll likely be charged with kidnapping and
used in schools. The gun-like weapon fires metal
cases of seven misdemeanor crimes from 2001. The
rape.
barbs and delivers an electric charge that temporarily
crime council's president, Tom Johnson, said he
immobilizes a person. Police departments across the
believes the race disparities haven't changed signifiSt Paul Cop Fired for Exploiting Drunk Woman
country, including more than 200 in Minnesota, use
cantly since then. The study originated after a 2001
Tasers. Amnesty International has claimed that several A rookie St. Paul police officer was fired on April 16
meeting by the council, in which some community
for improper conduct during a call. The officer had
people have died after being stunned by Tasers.
members said police used arrests or citations of lowengaged in inappropriate sexual conduct with an
level crimes against people of color as a fishing expe- God Squad Helps St. Paul Police and Indoctrinates intoxicated woman he was taking home while on duty.
dition that might lead to charges for more serious
The fact that she was drunk and he wasn’t brings up
Crime Victims
crimes. Black people were acquitted or had the
When a violent crime happens in St. Paul, police send the question of whether it was consensual. No charges
charges dismissed more often, but whites pleaded
are being pressed.
out not only their officers, but also a group called the
guilty or were found guilty at a higher rate.
God Squad. The squad is a partnership made up of
Community activist Ron Edwards said he didn't need
Police Relations Council Says It's Being Sidelined
volunteer evangelicals that attend crime scenes in St
the council to confirm bias in arrests because "we've
Paul. Endorsed by the current police chief their stated As the Minneapolis Police Department starts implebeen talking about it as long as I can remember."
menting its strategies for the rest of the year, the coungoal is to provide comfort for people affected by
Deputy Police Chief Tim Dolan said the study is
crimes but in practice their role is to promote religious cil that was formed to build a better relationship with
skewed, because loitering cases are lumped in with
propaganda among those most susceptible and recruit police is alleging that its members are being frozen
traffic offenses, so the pretext is that black people are
them into their theocratic crusades. The God Squad is out of the process. The Police Community Relations
arrested more often for just standing around and some- hoping to expand into other cities in the metro area.
Council announced on April 15 that the department is
how that’s better? The reaction of the police departin violation of the federal agreement that requires that
ment has not been to change policies but to develop a Officer Fired Over “Touching” Incident
the council be involved in such issues. Council memnew loitering ordinance that will help officers convict On March 22, a Minneapolis cop was fired after he
bers will ask the federal mediator who helped craft the
people more evenly.
agreement to return to Minneapolis, and they will ask
was accused of sexually touching a woman he met
the federal government to take charge of overseeing
after responding to a domestic call. Justin Saint Jean
Austin Police Get "Cheesed"
the agreement. In particular, Council Member Ron
was accused of kissing and touching the woman durOn December 6th Austin, Minnesota police officer
ing a call in the 4th Precinct, where he was on patrol, Edwards believes that some high-ranking police offiTodd Clennon had parked his squad car and was walk- last fall. Sources said the woman is also a vulnerable
cers and City Council members have tried to undering through Austin's downtown bar area early
adult. Saint Jean had been on the force since 1998 and mine the Relations Council and that employees of the
Saturday when he saw a group of people gathered
Police Department fail to attend meetings with counwas named Officer of the Year by the 5th Precinct in
around his car. One man was leaning over the back of 2003.
cil.
the squad car and moving his hands. As Clennon
approached, the crowd broke up. The officer got into
Anatomy of a Character Assassination
Minneapolis Police Officer Charged With Assault
his car and discovered that nacho cheese dip had been And DWI
Citizens United Against Police Brutality
smeared on the back window. The officer spotted the
On Feb. 4, a Minneapolis police officer was charged
21-year-old man in a nearby car and asked him to get
Benjamin DeCoteau, 21, was killed by Minneapolis
with second-degree felony assault and four misdeout. When the man came at the officer aggressively,
police officer Mark Beaupre this past Saturday,
meanors for allegedly pointing a gun at a man's head
Clennon produced his Taser and arrested him.
while off duty. Matthew Dukyoun Olson, 27, was also January 22, 2005. Circumstances surrounding the
shooting are disputed, with some witnesses stating that
charged with two misdemeanor counts of DWI, reckMinneapolis Settles Police Brutality Lawsuit
less handling of a firearm and misconduct of a public Benjamin was shot as he was fleeing. Since the shootOn March 15, a mother and daughter who said they
ing, the cops and their allies, including certain selfofficer, Hennepin County Attorney Amy Klobuchar
were seriously roughed up by a city police officer in
appointed "community representatives," have pumped
said. According to a criminal complaint, the victim
2002 received $355,775 under a settlement approved
out a steady stream of lies and insinuations vilifying
was driving in downtown Minneapolis early Dec. 11
by the Minneapolis City Council. The council's deciBenjamin and attempting to justify the cop's actions.
when he saw another car driving toward him in the
sion Friday ratified a jury award in exchange for the
wrong direction. He stopped his car and saw the other The mainstream media have dutifully lapped up these
plaintiffs' relinquishing punitive damages. Under the
car, Olson's Monte Carlo, stop and turn around. As the rumors and outright lies and reported them as if they
settlement with Rayma Wiggins and her daughter
victim approached Olson's car, Olson emerged with a were facts, with no verification whatsoever.
Gayna Wiggins, neither side can appeal. According to gun, which he put to the victim's head. Olson, of
We, however, have spent time with the family, sat in
the lawsuit, officer Phillip Hogquist roughed up Gayna Delano, told the man to get on the ground or he would Benjamin's room and gotten to know something about
Wiggins, 37, and her 75-year-old mother on Oct. 18,
him as a person. He was the loving oldest brother of
blow his head off, the complaint said. Olson told the
2002, after the younger woman made a U-turn in front victim that he was a police officer and asked the man six kids, who often babysat and entertained his

younger siblings. He was shy, deeply spiritual and
loved nature and, especially, eagles. His room is
filled with family pictures, dream catchers and statues of eagles. His mother is adamant that he was
never part of a gang--he avoided them and worked
hard to steer his siblings away from them, too. His
mother, brothers and sisters are devastated at losing
him.
The vilification of people who have died at the
hands of police is not new. Virtually every single person killed by cops in this town has had the added
indignity of having their name dragged through the
mud. Their families have suffered unnecessary grief
at a time when they are most vulnerable and least
able to defend their family member. The police
department uses the media to make the first strike,
which taints the entire investigation and insures there
will be no justice for the person who was killed or
their surviving family members. They do this by
insinuating that the deceased was a "gang member"
or by eluding to involvement in crimes the person
was never charged with when they were alive. They
then pronounce the killing justified before an investigation has even started. How can the dead defend
themselves against such assaults on their personhood? How can their families trust that an unbiased
investigation will be conducted, especially now that
these investigations are done internally, with no neutral oversight?
Jordan Group to Create Cop Spy House, Use Kids
as Human Shields
Communities United Against Police Brutality
CUAPB has obtained a document showing that the
Jordan Area Community Council, a Minneapolis
neighborhood homeowner's association, is making
arrangements to rent the house at 1620 26th Street
and turn it over to the Minneapolis Police
Community Response Team (CRT), an undercover
cops unit, to secretly monitor their neighbors. At the
same time, this neighborhood has received a
$975,000 CityKids grant for life skills training and
summer programs for local youth. The document
indicates that they would run this youth program out
of the same house as a way to obscure the presence
of the undercover cops and that the kids would provide free labor to maintain the house, do laundry,
clear snow and provide lawn care. This house will be
dubbed the Community Learning Center--but it
seems to us it is the cops who will do most of the
"learning."
A note at the bottom of the document sums things
up this way: "I would ask that all of us keep the use
of that house by the police somewhat quiet. We don't
want to alert people that the police will be there. I
think that having other activities there will provide a
better cover for the police to do their surveillance.
Having activities there makes it reasonable that people are coming and going at various times. Letting it
stand empty except for the CRT Team going in some
of the time makes it a bit more suspicious and invites
vandalism."
CUAPB stands against schemes like these, which
pit neighbor against neighbor in an ugly snitch network and use innocent kids to cover for cops.
Inevitably, kids will become part of this network as
cops prod them for information about their parents
and neighbors. We question the use of funds from the
CityKids program to create a free work force to
maintain a secret police surveillance installation and
to cover for the presence of cops. Finally, we are
very concerned about the physical safety of the kids
who will be in this same space with cops engaged in
undercover spying, especially as the activities at that
house become known.
We strongly encourage Jordan residents and others to contact Police Chief McManus at 612-6732853 and the JACC at 612 529-9267 to express their
opposition to this plan.
The People Versus the Minneapolis Police: Now’s
the Time to Tell Your Story
Communities United Against Police Brutality
Our class action lawsuit, which we have dubbed "The
People vs. The Minneapolis Police" to indicate that
this is a community effort, is moving forward quickly. A set of demands have been submitted and there
have been some preliminary negotiations. What's
needed now are examples of incidents people have
had with the police. People can tell their stories and
participate in the lawsuit anonymously. Contact us at
3104 16th Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55407
mgresist@minn.net

24-HOUR CUAPB POLICE BRUTALITY
HOTLINE: 612-874-STOP
(612-874-7867)

THE GAME
by T. Hunnicutt
America, once the leading creditor
nation in the world, is now the leading
debtor nation and the US continues to live
beyond it means. Most Americans cannot make
a decent living and many are up to their eyeballs in debt. The Bush administration continues to spend without taking any legitimate
steps to slow down the federal deficit. Other
nations whose governments allow their deficits
to get out of control would swiftly be punished
by the market. Investors would lose confidence, interest rates would have to be raised to
attract capital, financing the deficit would
become more expensive and a vicious spiral
would be in place.
The US gets away with its out of control
spending because America can borrow money,
mainly from abroad, with impunity. The US
economy is a crucial market for the world’s
producers so there is no lack of credit. Since
1945, the US has been the sole engine powering the world’s economy so there hasn’t been
any choice other than to pump money into
America. Additionally, the US, the richest
nation in the world, has traditionally been
viewed as being good for the money.
However, the primary advantage the US has
over other countries is that the US owns the
world’s reserve currency, which consists of the
notes and coins used for trade and investments
over all other currencies. This gives the dollar a
huge advantage. The US doesn’t have to balance its books because if the government runs
out of money and can’t find a lender to bail it
out, the government can just print more money
inflating away the value of its debt and destroying the value of assets held by its creditors.
The reason the dollar is the world’s reserve
currency is because the dollar is the currency of
the oil industry. Since most countries need to
import oil, they have to maintain reserves in
dollars to pay for it. Two-thirds of the worlds
currency reserves are kept in dollars. A switch
out of dollars would be a major assault on the
dollar’s pre-eminence in the world.
In order to finance its current and future
foreign wars, the US needs to persuade
investors, again mostly from overseas, to lend
the US government $4 billion every day to
finance its soaring federal deficit. Part of the
Bush administration’s formula of foreign policy
expansionism in Afghanistan and Iraq is having
foreign investors finance the administration’s
intrigues (while at the same time providing
huge tax cuts to America’s wealthiest citizens).
Although the US officially has a “strong dollar” policy, the Bush administration is quietly
letting the value of the dollar fall. The last
engineered fall in the value of the dollar took
place in the 1970s during the Vietnam War.
This had the effect of wiping out the federal
deficit over time but also crucified America’s
trading partners. The same thing is happening
today. Exporters to the US such as China and
Japan have no choice but to try and arrest this
decline by buying dollars which they invest in
US Treasury Bonds, thus financing the deficit,
to protect their own trade. It doesn’t matter
what these countries think about America’s foreign policy objectives; they are seemingly
caught in a trap.
Those unhappy with America’s quest of
global manifest destiny understand the game.
Countries that see their part as pawns on the
grand chessboard are beginning to see that
rejecting the dollar can be a means of political
aggression. Saddam Hussein grasped this concept and saw the Euro as a likely candidate to
fill the role of the dollar (note 1).

of Petroleum Exporting Countries)
dared to violate the dollar price rules laid
down by the US and so long as the dollar was
the strongest currency there was little reason to
violate these rules. But, in November of that
year, Saddam Hussein decided to sell oil in
euros rather than dollars -- “the enemy currency.” Iraq’s move to the euro in defiance of the
US and the dollar was in itself no big deal.
However, if other countries followed Iraq’s lead
of switching to the euro it could create a panic
sell-off of dollars which would devastate the
US economy. In the months before the current
Iraq war, hints along theselines were being
heard from Russia, Iran, Indonesia, and
Venezuela. Many believe, including a number
of eminent Middle Eastern experts, that the Iraq
invasion was seized on as the easiest way to
deliver a deadly pre-emptive warning to OPEC
and others not to flirt with abandoning the
“petro-dollar” system for one based on the euro.
One thing is sure, Iraq is about oil and preserving global domination (note 2).

“The 9/11 attacks gave the US an ideal pretext to use force to secure its global domination...
The plan “Rebuilding America’s
Defenses: Project for a New American
Century - 2000” shows Bush’s cabinet
intended to take military control of the Gulf
region whether or not Saddam Hussein was
in power...
The overriding motivation for this political
smokescreen is that the US and the UK are
beginning to run out of secure hydrocarbon
energy supplies... As demand is increasing, so
supply is decreasing, continually since the
1960s.”
--- Michael Meacher MP, UK Environmental
Minister 1997-2003, “The War on Terrorism is
Bogus,” The Guardian, September 6, 2003

In a few years the global production of conventional oil will fall, while global demand
continues to rise. The resulting shock of this
structural oil famine is inevitable. American
geologist M. King Hubbert predicted in 1956
the peak in US domestic oil production in
1970. He was amazingly accurate. Transposing
Hubbert’s approach today to other countries has
given similar predictive results. Currently, the
production of every giant oil field -- and only
the giant ones matter -- is in decline except in
the “black triangle” of Iraq, Iran, and Saudi
Arabia.
The Hubbert’s Peak of Middle East oil proOil
“... We as an industry have had to deal with duction is expected to be reached around 2010
depending on recovery of full Iraqi production
the pesky problem that once you find oil and
and the growth rate of demand from India,
pump it out of the ground you’ve got to turn
China and lesser industrializing countries. The
around and find more or go out of business...
... Every year you’ve got to find and develop sectors most affected first by a steady rise in
reserves equal to your output just to stand still, the price of crude oil will be intensive agriculture and aviation. The price of crude oil is
just to stay even. This is true for companies as
directly linked to prices of nitrogenous fertilizwell as in the broader economic sense as it is
er, jet fuel and diesel fuel. Following these will
for the world. A new merged company like
Exxon-Mobile will have to secure over a billion be ground transportation, the automotive industry, and any industry using petrochemicals.
and a half barrels of new oil equivalent
reserves every year just to replace existing pro- These sectors would then begin to feel the
effects of a reduction in the quantity of oil
duction...
(depletion). The oil shock that will come before
...For the world as a whole, oil companies
the end of the decade will not be like its predeare expected to keep finding and developing
enough oil to offset our 71 million-plus barrel a cessors. Prior oil shocks were geopolitical in
nature, the upcoming oil shortage will be geoday of oil depletion, but also to meet new
logical in nature. In 1973 and 1979, the shortdemand. By some estimates there will be an
average of two percent average growth in glob- ages had a political origin in OPEC’s decisions;
supply was then restored. Today, the wells
al oil demand over the ten years ahead along
themselves are in decline (note 3).
with conservatively a three percent natural
Already the world is losing more than a mildecline in production from existing reserves.
lion barrels of oil per day due to depletion,
That means by 2010 we will need on the order
twice the rate of two years ago according to an
of an additional 50 million barrels a day...
analysis published in Petroleum Review (Aug.
...So where is the oil going to come from?
2004) the oil and gas magazine of the Energy
...For most companies, the majority of their
Institute of London. This oil is consumed priprofits come from core areas, that is areas
marily by the industrialized nations and cannot
where they have significant investments,
be replaced.
economies of scale and large license areas
The analysis dissected the out-put from 18
locked up, but many of these core areas are now
significant oil-producing countries which
mature, and it can be difficult to replace the
account for 29 percent of total world producearnings from the high margin barrels there.
Some of the oil being developed in new areas is tion. The report also found the annual rate of
decline appears to be accelerating, contrary to
obviouslyvery high cost and low margin...
...Clearly the main driver behind the biggest the view that depletion progresses slowly. This
mergers are the cost savings that are anticipat- analysis, based on data in the latest British
Petroleum (BP) Statistical Review of World
ed as a result of economies of scale....
Energy, reports production from this group of
...Oil is unique in that it is so strategic in
18 countries peaked in 1997 at 24.7 million
nature. We are not talking about soapflakes or
barrels per day (mb/d) and by 2003 it had fallleisurewear here. Energy is truly fundamental
en to 22.1 mb/d. In 1998, these 18 countries’
to the world’s economy. The Gulf War was a
total production dropped by less than one perreflection of that reality. It is the basic, fundamental building block of the world’s economy... cent, whereas in 2003 it declined by nearly
five.
...Well, the end of the oil era is not here yet,
Declining oil production from entire counbut changes are afoot, and the industry must be
tries, as opposed to individual fields or regions,
ready to adapt to the new century and to the
is a recent development. Until the 1990s, only
transformations that lie ahead....”
two countries were in decline, including the US
where production peaked in 1971 and began
--- Halliburton Chairman Dick Cheney in a
continuously to decline in 1985. By the late
speech given to the London Institute of
1990s, the BP statistics showed at least ten sigPetroleum, November, 1999

“China and India are building superhighways and automobile factories. Energy demand
is expected to rise by about 50 percent over the
next 20 years, with about 40 percent of that
The Euro
demand to be supplied by petroleum...
The euro was created over the past five
Oil supplies are finite and will soon be conyears and may have sparked a hidden war over trolled by a handful of nations; the invasion of
global hegemony as to the world’s reserve cur- Iraq and control of its supplies will do little to
rency. Prior to 1999, there was no potential
change that. One can only hope that an
challenger to the dollar in world trade. The dol- informed electorate and its principled represenlar has been at the center of world trade since
tatives will realize that the facts do matter, and
the US went off the gold standard in the early
that nature -- not military might -- will soon
1970s and oil took its place. For US global
dictate the ultimate availability of petroleum.”
ambitions, the dollar is as important strategically, if not more so, than its military superiority.
--- Alfred Cavallo, “Oil:The Illusion of Plenty,”
Until 2000, no OPEC country (Organization Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Jan-Feb 2004

nificant producers in decline. Two more were
added each year from 1999 to 2001 (note 4).
Oil, so rich in stored energy, so easy to use,
store, transport, and with so many uses -domestic, industrial, fuel, raw material, etc. -has no equal or replacement. Once oil is gone
the indu trial age, as we know it, is gone as
well.
Paths
Permaculture, a design system for creating
sustainable human environments along with
local currencies, is one viable option (coupled
with an adjustment of life-style). Many communities around the country, such as Ithaca,
N.Y., have already begun implementing their
own alternative currency systems, but the
majority of Americans are trapped in a system
that will strip almost everyone of their assets
should it ever collapse, or sag significantly,
which many knowledgeable observers fear is
imminent.
Permaculture principles, to paraphrase the
founder of permaculture, designer Bill
Mollison: “...focus on thoughtful designs for
small-scale intensive systems which are labor
efficient and which use biological resources
instead of fossil fuels. Designs stress ecological connections and closed energy and material
loops. The core of permaculture is design and
the working relationships and connections
between all things. Each component in a system performs multiple functions, and each
function is supported by many elements. Key
to efficient design is observation and replication of natural ecosystems, where designers
maximize diversity with polycultures, stress
efficient energy planning for houses and settlement, using and accelerating natural plant succession, and increasing the highly productive
"edge-zones" within the system.
The central design of ecological landscapes
is to produce food with emphasis placed on
multi-use plants and the integration of animals
to recycle nutrients and graze weeds.
Gardening and recycling methods common to
permaculture include edible landscaping, keyhole gardening, companion planting, trellising,
sheet mulching, chicken tractors, solar greenhouses, spiral herb gardens, swales, and vermicomposting. However, waste water treatment,
solar and wind power, composting toilets, solar
greenhouses, energy efficient housing, solar
food cooking and drying, recycling, and land
stewardship in general are other important
components of permaculture. Water collection,
management, and re-use systems like Keyline,
greywater, rain catchment, constructed wetlands, aquaponics (the integration of hydroponics with recirculating aquaculture), and
solar aquatic ponds (also known as Living
Machines) play an important role in permaculture designs. More recently, permaculture has
expanded its purview to include economic and
social structures that support the evolution and
development of more permanent communities,
such as co-housing projects and eco-villages.
As such, permaculture design concepts are
applicable to urban as well as rural settings,
and are appropriate for single households as
well as whole farms and villages (note 5).
Permaculture also acknowlodges a basic life
ethic, the intrinsic worth of every living thing.
The value of living entities beyond commercial value and is something that is sorely lacking in our current mass media driven consumer
culture.
Note 1: America’s Foes Prepare for Monetary Jihad, by Janet Bush,
The New Statesman, October 4, 2004
Note 2: A New American Century? Iraq and the Hidden Euro-Dollar
Wars, by F. William Engdahl, Current Concerns, english edition of
Zeit Fragen, No. 4, 2003
Note 3: Toward the Petro-Apocalypse, by Yves Cochet, Le Monde
(Paris), March 31, 2004, <http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1 0@23232,36359335,0.html>
Note 4: Over a Million Barrels of Oil a Day Lost to Depletion, From
the Wilderness, August 24, 2004 <http://www.fromthewilder
ness.com/>. Also see <http://www.peakoil.org/>
Note 5: ATTRA - National Sustainable Agriculture Information
Service, <http://attra. ncat.org/attra pub/perma.html#intro>

Oh, Daybreak!, I love you and your charming
Midwestern ways! Keep on providing me with radical news stories, strikingly witty editorials, helpful
d-i-y advice, and more stories about cops doing stupid things than I can stomach!
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Hope it helps!
send to: Daybreak! PO Box 14007, Minneapolis, MN 55414
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Worms: they’re not just for eating when you think no one likes
you. They’re also great little
munchers themselves. A pound
of redworms can eat up to five
pounds of kitchen waste a week.
So if you want to compost but
don’t have space for a backyard
bin, enlist worms as your compost helpers.
First you need a box. Worms like warmth, darkness, and dampness, so keep that
in mind when preparing their home. It should be roughly 12x24x36”, with lots of air
holes. It can be plastic or wood, it’s up to you, but it should keep out light as much as
possible. Then shred a bunch of newspaper, add a handful of dirt (it aids digestion), and
get it damp. The bin should be about half full with bedding. It’s also not a bad idea to
poke air holes in the bottom of the box, and then prop it up with a tray underneath. Any
drips you catch can be used as fertilizer too.
Now you need worms. A pound of redworms (about 1,000) can be ordered over
the internet for about $25, depending on the site. You want Eisenia foetida (red wriggler)
or Lumbricus rubellus worms. Worms multiply pretty fast (they can double their population every 90 days), so it’s not a bad idea to buy a pound of worms and split them up with
a friend.
Your next step is to add your kitchen scraps. You can feed your worms basically the same things you would throw in a regular compost pile: fruit and vegetable scraps,
grains, coffee grounds and tea leaves, breads, and crushed egg shells. Don’t feed them
any meat or dairy products or oils. The smaller you chop your kitchen wastes, the faster
your little worms can chow through them.
Finally, it’s harvest time! When most of the bedding has been eaten, move the
food, the bedding and the worms all to one side. Then add new bedding and food on the
other side. The worms will migrate over to the fresh side, leaving you free to remove the
castings (worm poo) from the older side. Just be sure to leave the worms behind!

Dr. Bronner’s is not the solution to everything. Sometimes your skin is sensitive, or itchy, or oily,
or pimply and you want to fix it without buying a bunch of expensive, corporate crap. Obviously,
you’ve already read our d.i.y. acne prevention article that was in the last issue of Daybreak, so you
know that eating healthy food and living a healthy lifestyle help keep your skin clear and pimplefree. What you put inside your body is reflected on the outside, whether you like it or not. But if
you took our advice from the last issue and you still need a little extra help, here are some recipes
and tips.
First of all, remember that acne is a bacterial infection, caused by over-productive oil
glands and dead skin cells that clog up pores. So lots of anti-bacterial herbal remedies that you
take internally will be helpful. Echinacea, burdock root, red clover or milk thistle would be good
herbs to start with. Get enough vitamins, vegetables, exercise, and water; if your body and your
immune system are healthy overall, you will have fewer problems with acne.
Don’t wash your face too much; some of that oil is good for you. And when you do
wash, use a glycerin based soap or something equally mild. You can make your own pretty easily,
just pick up a book at the library. But you don’t even have to use soap to wash. For example, olive
oil is not only delicious; it’s good for you on the outside, too. If you have dry skin, you can use
olive oil to clean your face. Just rub it in, and then wipe it off.
You can also mix 1/2 cup olive oil, 1/2 cup vinegar and 1/2 cup water or rose water as a
lotion. The olive oil moisturizes, and vinegar and rose water both have antibacterial properties to
fight acne. If you have oily skin, you can use a mix of witch hazel, rose water, and lavender oil.
Lavender is both soothing and antibacterial, and it smells good. You can also just use witch hazel
alone if you want to keep it simple.
More food that’s good for your skin: Mix 2 Tbsp. ground oats, 2 tsp. brown sugar, 2
Tbsp. aloe vera, and 1 tsp. lemon juice until you have a smooth paste. Gently massage onto damp
skin, and rinse off with warm water. The oats and the aloe both soothe your skin, the brown sugar
scrubs off the dead skin cells, and the lemon juice is anti-bacterial.

United Health Food
and

North Country Co-op
bring you

Teff Flour
You can make Injera or add Teff to cookies, muffins,
and bread. It’s high in iron and gluten free.

Berbere
Spicy hot, you can add Berbere to anything.

Shiro
Shiro is the “mother of hummus,” availale white or
with cayenne.

From Ethiopia
Make Injera (Ethiopian Flatbread) at home!
3/4 cup teff flour
salt
sunflower oil
Mix teff with 3 1/2 cups water and let stand in a bowl covered with a dish towel, at room
temperature, until it bubbles and has turned sour. This may take as long as 3 days. The fermenting mixture should be the consistency of pancake batter. Stir in salt, a little at a time,
until you can barely detect the taste. Lightly oil an 8 or 9 inch skillet. Heat over medium
heat.. Then pour in enough batter to cover the bottom of the skillet. About 1/4 cup will
make a thin pancake covering the surface if you spread the batter around immediately by
turniing and rotating the skillet in the air. Injera is not supposed to be paper thin so you
should use a bit more batter than you would for crepes, but less than you would for a flapjack.
Cook briefly, until holes form in the injera and the edges lift from the pan. Romove and let
cool.
yields 10 to 12 Injeras.

try these products at North Country Co-op
On the corner of Riverside and 20th
612.338.3110

Light: try to be in the sun if you can, or get some of those fancy full-spectrum light bulbs. It’s worth it, especially in the winter.
Listen to music you love really loud and often and sing to yourself as you’re
walking around. Don’t worry if people think you’re crazy.
Here’s one from Doris, one of my favorite zines: drink coffee! Lots of it! Or
if you don’t drink coffee, drink peppermint tea or yerba mate.
Cook healthy food and eat lots of veggies and fruit. Mmm… avocados. Your
mental health is really influenced by your physical health, and you will feel
especially lethargic and unmotivated if you’re eating lots of refined and
processed food. Also, cut back on alcohol, (which may make you a social
pariah), because alcohol, which we learned in middle school, is a depressant.
One trick I think is funny was this advice from a friend: keep a picture of
something really ridiculous with you always, so if you feel overwhelmed you can
pull it out and laugh. My thing when I feel stressed out is to remember my
co-worker shouting “I’m gonna lose it!” in the general direction of no one, and
it’s so silly and dramatic it makes me laugh every time.
Move your body. Even if you don’t want to. Do it. Get up, dance around, go
outside, ride your bike, look at trees, walk your dog.
Write or paint or draw. Even if you think you aren’t good enough. Even if
you never show it to anyone. You will feel better if you express yourself
somehow.
Don’t sleep too much. I know it’s tempting, but in the end, the more time to
do awesome things during the day, the better you will feel.
Make a list of the people and things that make you happy and keep it with
you. It doesn’t have to be serious. If puppies and flowers make you happy,
write it down. The list is just for yourself.
Don’t hang out with people you know are going to make you feel depressed or
bad about yourself. It’s hard to break out of bad habits and it’s hard to tell
your friends no, but your mental health is the most important thing. So if
you need a break to get back on track, take it and take care of yourself.

that slick with hand eye coordination. Of course I hit myself
in the shin and blood spurted everywhere through my stripey
pajama pants, horror movie style. Ok, well maybe it didn’t
spurt, but it bled a lot and I couldn’t go up or down the stairs
for a few days.
When I left Minneapolis I felt completely disenchanted
and critical of the anarchist scene, but since I was in the city
for a bit over the holiday I realized that there are people
doing really great things there. I attended a discussion on
One morning this fall I was awakened in the dark by a giant sexual violence in the radical community put on by a group
called Dealing With Our Shit. It was similar to most forums
crash. ‘Holy Jesus,’ I thought, ‘there’s a bear in my house.’
I’ve been to on this topic, we started from square one and
After waking up a bit I decided it must be a log settling in
really didn’t come to any concrete conclusions. However,
my stove, or maybe the goddamn mice breaking into my
cupboards. But the noise was still there, coming from outside near the end, people mentioned the various small groups they
and sort of like an industrial strength food processor. I stum- participate in which discuss topics from sexual assult to positive body image. Even if our steps are tiny, we are slowly
bled out of my toasty bed and tiptoed to the door with my
creating something huge that the rest of western civilization
flashlight. I expected to turn it on and find a frightening
lacks. As a person who plans to live outside of the city indefmonster clawing at my house. I flicked on the light and
initely, I realize that I need to continue to be a part of a comlooked around nervously. No monster, but off to the side I
munity. Whether that means bringing the Minneapolis anarsaw a beaver! It had nearly dropped a tree on my house and
chist scene with me, finding a new community of folks
was diligently knawing away on its new prize. I had never
where I go, or a bit of both, I think it’s important to have the
heard such a racket! Slowly, my attempted assassin dragged
support of people who care about you. To set up a network of
the tree away and down into the mud.
folks who are there to catch you when you fall.
Last winter I thought long and hard about how to move
Ultimately, moving to northern Minnesota has been a
forward with my plan to get land in northern Minnesota.
wonderful experience where I’ve had a chance to get to
After much thought I decided to move to a town four hours
from Minneapolis in an attempt to get a feel for full time life know my own needs and desires and to feel empowered and
strong. Confident in my own decisions. I have also learned
in the country. See if I could make it, I guess. In August I
how important the support of my loved ones is to me. How
moved into a little cabin in the woods and began making it
important a community as a whole can be.
my home. I also began attending school, something I
believed I would never do. The decision to move far away
from my Minneapolis home and all the people I loved was
difficult and there are still days when I wonder what the fuck
I’m doing, but little events in day to day life make the
change more bearable.
Living alone, especially in an isolated setting, is not
something many of us in the city ever experience. I used to
eat mostly free food, cook with and for my friends, and
almost always had someone in the house to talk to, or at least
someone in biking distance. It’s an interesting transition to
now pay for a large majority of my food, make long distance
If we don’t live like this, then we’re better off dead
phone calls, and drive everywhere. Someone asked me what I was planning on using my column space for a pretty tradimy projects have been since I’ve moved. I wish I could say
tional rant about community. Maybe because it’s the dead of
I’ve been working on all sorts of great DIY skills but really
winter or maybe it’s too much coffee, but for some reason
I’m just trying to feed myself healthy food and stay warm,
I’m getting the feeling that no matter what I write that it
do good in my studies and spend time outside in order to stay won’t convince anyone of anything. I’ve been sideswiped by
sane through these dark winter months.
the realization that just because I say something about comI grew up in a house with wood heat, but I was never
munity doesn’t necessarily make it true. And that maybe the
really responsible for any part of the process. With the help
few people who are listening won’t be affected enough to act
of lovely friends and my rockin’ dad, I cut, chopped and
anyway.
stacked all my firewood this fall. I have to admit that I was
not an expert fire starter, and for the first few months I hated We’ve always tried to make Daybreak a bridge to connect
my woodstove with a passion. I couldn’t get the fires started different scenes and cliques. I wanted everyone to realize
and every time I opened the door, smoke would pour out,
how much we have in common, how all the petty bullshit
filling my house ‘til I had to open the windows. On many
gets in the way of us being a real force for good. Not just
occasions I would end up crying in a heap on the floor in
unity for unity’s sake but for the sake of chipping away at
front of the cold stove. Finally I would convince myself to
our dependence on the power structure. I wanted to boil
try in once more, only to punch the stove in its gaping metal- anarchist theory down to its simple essence and hear it being
ly jaw, and scream obscenities at it. So fires are a bit easier
spouted by vegetarian academics and scenesters alike. I
to start these days but I still can’t regulate the temperature
wanted the categories and identities to be less important than
and end up dancing around to Grandmaster Flash in an 85
the similarities and our common goals of having more freedegree house.
dom and happiness. And of course that’s idealistic! We’re
Now that I live alone I have to find ways to entertain
revolutionaries; that’s how we’re supposed to be! Time and
myself. I like to make funny faces at myself in the bathroom again I’ve seen the typical life disappointments eat away at
mirror and laugh at my own small misfortunes. After playing activists and radicals until they give up hope. The entire
in the snow one day, I hung my slightly damp pants to dry in energy of the authoritarian system is positioned to crush your
the shower. Hours later, when I returned to put them back on; hope that anything different is possible, to replace it with
I found them dripping wet from a leaky faucet. I thought this passivity and co-opt your energy into the system. I’ve been
was hilarious and laughed and laughed out loud at myself.
around for a long time, and I can’t pretend I’ve been perfect.
One day I decided it was too cold to cut kindling outside.
I’ve fucked up a lot. So when people say, ‘the scene is too
Instead I held the kindling between my stocking feet to
fucked.’ And they give up. I think ‘What isn’t’? And what’s
steady it for my hatchet. I knew it was silly since I’m not
the alternative to doing the best we can and fucking up a lot

JON

hope dies last

in the process?
But it seems like even people around us haven’t really
been listening all that close. Someone is part of a community
not just when they spend 5 dollars to see a punk rock show.
It’s when they support the ethics and institutions of all these
interconnecting projects! It’s when they work to create their
own projects following their own interests without enslaving
themselves to what is given cred, or to any particular youth
culture or scene. The community is bigger than any group of
friends. It’s bigger than cynical cool kids. It’s bigger than
even a co-op. If we really want something different than why
not remind ourselves of our common goal? Why do we do
things other than working in an office and buying exercise
machines? Are we just whittling away the days until we die
by riding bikes and drinking too much? Maybe. But the hope
I have is that everyone who has read this far into the rant is
thinking as hard as they can about why instead of merely
accepting their fate. Our lifestyles and the people we share
them with are the embodiment of our values, and far from
being static identities like leftist intellectual or vegan that
people choose to join or not, but places where, with time, we
mold the values and everyday life into a culture that, as
something I once read said, becomes not the culture that
talks and sloganeers, but the one you barely notice, that
whispers in your ear.

I haven’t been inspired in a while. I haven’t felt like leaving
my house, going to my stupid job, hanging out with friends,
and I sure as hell haven’t felt like working on Daybreak! or
any of the other projects I’ve committed myself to. I am in a
state of mopiness, in which the only activities that appeal to
me involve plenty of beer, sleeping, and staring off into
space when I’m supposed to be writing articles. I’ve tried
my usual remedies (long contemplative walks with my dog
and copious amounts of coffee) but nothing has helped. I am
unenthusiastic. I look around with the hope of finding something to grasp onto and pull me out of my gloom, but nothing
seems worth getting excited about. But really, how am I supposed to find inspiration when everything around me is shit?
Things aren't going so hot these days. I have been struggling
pretty hard with a sexual assault that occurred almost two
years ago. It doesn't help that I just ended a long term relationship with someone that's been the core of my support
system for nearly three years. Meanwhile, I'm trying to comprehend the decisions people in my life are making and to
deal with personalities I don't understand. Of course, my
level of general anxiety has also tripled in recent months,
making the decision making process and every-day social
interactions that much harder. I feel completely overwhelmed. And as these things have taken over, important
friendships are deteriorating and opportunities are flying by
but I feel to frustrated and helpless to care.
As cheesy as it sounds, my friends are some of the most
Just lately, I've been realizing how bad things have gotimportant people in my life. I think “lifestyle activism”
ten. Why should this dumb ol' column take two months to
brings us all together in a way that people from other walks
write? Shouldn't I be able to force myself to work on the
of life can’t understand. We live and bike and sleep and
projects I love? It seems like everyone is moving forward
write newspapers together. Last July, we waved goodbye as but me. I'm stewing over yearsof bottled-up bullshit that has
I caught my train for the East Coast. Throughout that sumbeen too difficult to deal with, and I find myself in the exact
mer and into the fall I lived new and unique experiences, but same place I was two years ago. It makes me sick to think
they left me feeling incomplete. Without radicals, I felt
how much time has passed and how much more I could have
alone and marginalized, but surround by them I lost a sense
accomplished, had I dealt with certain experiences sooner.
of individual purpose. I was left juggling two different
But what's done is done and I think I'll explode if I swallow
worlds and two different parts of myself. And the higher up one more emotion. I guess that means it's about fucking time
one flew, the faster the other came crashing down.
to work on the ol' mental health and directly confront all
Unrolling my sleeping bag under the first floor steps of
that's keeping me down, as terrifying as that may be. I'm
that hotel in Harrisburg, PA, and having taken off my boots, I committed to working on myself, no matter how long it
heard a guest say how it “reeked like B.O. in here.” Then
takes, no matter what else I have to put on hold. I'm ready to
there are all the days in Boston eating nothing but pastries
be done carrying the burdens of the past and move on with
from the trash, in New York City, marching, screaming, and
my life. It's April and probably about time to "spring forsleeping in Union Square Park by day, sleeping in a car on a ward," as they say.
Brooklyn side street, or writing the next day’s press release
by night. I try to live up to my own fantasy of what a radical
soldier should be. But, at the end of the day I wonder, what
was the point? What was our goal, and did we accomplish
it? Are we closer to revolution because the world knows we
like to burn shit? Was it about the message, and is that message clarified by a longer arrest record? If it’s about the battle and confrontation, then why are we going to the locations
where they are strongest and lying in wait for us? Basic
guerilla strategy (historically) says
to hit where they are weak, where
A sucker for a man in uniform
you can win – then run like hell.
If whether or not we’re a movement is in question, the
So why is that ROTC in Mankato
answer may lay, sadly, in fashion. Do we shun the woman in
not a pile of cinders?
the pant suit in spite of the chance, albeit slim, that she too is
Working so hard laying on a
a radical? Maybe it’s grant application day. Obviously, what
new roof that I climb down with
makes us radical is not our uniform. But do we rely for some
sunstroke – and am thrilled about
reason on its exclusivity, and by that exclusivity ensure our
it, knocking down walls, scraping
radical-ness? Marginalizing ourselves like that seems counand painting. We are building an
terproductive. We need more room to share with people the
artist training center in upstate
values and ideas that we believe make the world into someNew York, made to exist symbioti- thing where cliques don’t belong. Only showing our zines,
cally with a restaurant along the
for instance, to those we can safely assume already are aware
Delaware River. I feel healthy,
of the ideas contained within them, we risk being only a
strong, and constructive, but I
scene and risk not being a movement. Even engaging the
sometimes wonder if I’m laboring rare, brave asshole who wanders into a show lacking crust
for something that I’ll be proud of. and opening her or his mind would seem to be a success at
Am I as in control of my labor as I the moment. It’s possible that an offering of our cool cheap
think? It’s hard to organize
beer isn’t all she’s looking for. It is true that when each of us
unhierarchically when you are the has finally had enough, and at last decides to say fuck the
only anarchist these friends have
dominant culture, we need something to anchor ourselves,
ever met. I’m unconvincing and
and the community our clothes can create can be wonderfully
have no capital to back me up. I
effective to that end. When society exerts acute pressure to
flip daily between bliss and some
conform, it is much easier to maintain our strength with the
sort of confused disappointment
things that set us apart from that society. But when we
and I can’t tell if I’m upset
become too strongly aligned with a style, rather than somebecause we are buying antiques
thing else, how much further can we go as a community or
instead of health insurance, of if
communities, as a movement, or even as individuals?
it’s just because no one even
Maybe approaching that guy at work, who looks just too
thought to achieve consensus. On clean cut, with a big, juicy zine is a stupid idea, a waste of
the other hand, everyone uses the
time. But why not; did you pay for the copies, anyway? And
compost bin and they don’t flush
can we just let him go on believing this society is the way
the toilet as much as they used to. things are supposed to be?
Things aren’t perfect, but maybe
they’re better with me there. But
goddamit, is it so hard to understand how separate sex bathrooms
perpetuate binary gender paradigms? Returning finally to
Minneapolis, I look at friends with
renewed appreciation. They
empower me. As much as I work
to be strong as an individual, their
validation keeps me healthy.
However, I realize how counterrevolutionary it is to let these feelings blind me to life outside our
anarchist ghetto. I realize I’ve
never before knocked on my
We are
neighbor’s door just to say hello.
What sort of community is that? I looking for
think I’m going to try to get more
regular
involved outside of my circle of
comfort. I’m don’t know what
columnists.
will happen, but I’m sure I’ll learn
Send a
something new. Maybe I’ll find
the secret for sparking the revolu- sample to
tion! I guess you’ll have to keep
daybreak
reading Daybreak!… or risk being
@tao.ca
counter-revolutionary.

Want to write for
Daybreak!?

The Cankickers - Mountain
Dudes CD
Yay! This is the best album I’ve
heard in a long time. It’s an amazing stew of zydeco, old-timey, and
who the hell knows what else but
every song is amazing with driving
upbeat rythyms and reckless wild
musicianship. I can’t say enough
good things about it. Most ‘folk punk’ pales in comparison!
(Peligro)
Eufio - Humoresque CD
Eufio is a great local band that
doesn’t get enough support from the
predominately indy rock and bar
venues they play in. Made up of
three wonderful women who play a
cross between Bikini Kill and
Sleater Kinney with the vengeance
of a rockin’ DIY ethic. The only bad
thing I can say about them is that I’ve had my fill of irony, or
more likely, maybe I just don’t understand it. Eufio, please
never get a boy drummer! (Peligro)
Evil Robot I - In Song And In Dance 7”
This record has energetic acoustic and bucket punk with both
female and male vocals. This has become a favorite around
the house with roommates who are usually very discriminating about the music they listen to. Let’s just say that Evil
Robot I has saved me from having to hear Eastern European
domra music blasted after bar close. (Peligro)
Garmonbozia - s/t CD/LP
Every time I throw this record on I get chills down my
spine… it’s just that good. With female vocals and cello,
Garmonbozia offers up a refreshing diverse sound to the
crust scene. Packed with intricate melodic intros and breakdowns that build and explode into powerful mid tempo crust
with so much emotion. Alot of people compare this band to
Remains of the Day but let me be the first to say it, Remains
of the Day ain't got shit on this band. (b)
Mutiny' - Rum Rebellion
This is the reissue of Mutiny’s first album, and frankly, I prefer it to their new one. It’s Australian squatter/celtic anthems
of piracy, squats, and anarchist survival channeled through a
fucking amazing fiddle and raspy hopeful and outraged
vocals. Fucking good. (Peligro)
The Orphans - s/t CD
This is Eric Peterson from Mischief Brew’s old band. It’s
rebellious teen-punk with a chorus heavy righteousness (in a
good way) that questions consumerism, authorities, and other
stuff that impress me with the maturity of these kids, or at
least they were kids 10 years ago when most of this was
recorded. It sounds a little fucked obviously but anyone who
liked bands, or music, before they had money or patience to
record right can still see the spirit shining through and at the
very least you’ll find some of the songs rampaging through
your heads at the most inopportune times. (Peligro)
Red Menace - or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and
Love the Class War 7”
After seeing this band well over ten times and not remembering any of it, really, its great to finally know what they
sound like. This Minneapolis anarcho/communist punk band
totally tears shit up with dueling vocals battling over your
average fast, distorted hardcore riffs and spastic militant
drums that turn into military drum corps during the break
downs. This band is heavily influenced by Sin Dios and is
sure to get you pumped to throw a brick at something. (b)
Saint Bushmill’s Choir - s/t LP
Hey! This is fresh sounding Irish punk that’s being distributed by everyone’s favorite anarcho-punks at Profane
Existence. There’s a lot of people in this band and most of
them have been in famous bands but why would that make
you by this record? Let’s just say it does both the spirit of
punk right and the energy of celtic traditional songs (or vice
versa). You probably already know if you like this. (Peligro)
Sandman - The Long Walk
Home CD
This is a new release from
Crimethinc. It’s not at all like the
other music they’ve put out. It’s just
a guy and his guitar in most songs
and not overtly political. There’s
some irritating talking blues type
Bob Dylan moments but for the
most part it’s a good album. I’m especially attached to the
cover of ‘A Cowboy’s Life’ even though the only times I’ve
been close to a horse in real life I felt like screaming and
running. It’s countryish folk music and if that’s not enough
to convince you to check it out you can listen to his MP3’s
on the Crimethinc website. (Peligro)
Submission Hold - What Holds the Elephant Back CD/LP
I remember the first time I heard Submission Hold, I had just
bought the record "Waiting for Another Monkey to Throw
the First Brick.” I threw it on my friends turn table and after
two songs of sitting staring at each other having no idea what
we were witnessing, my friends mom burst in shouting
"Woo... that woman can sing!" and that was exactly it. I
must have been sixteen and ever since, Submission Hold has
been one of my favorite bands. This record, however, held
nothing to that experience. I spent the whole length of the
album waiting for something that never happened. It was the
same abrasive style, but without the instrument selection. It
was the same beautiful voice singing as strong as ever, but it
seemed to stumble across lines I swear I’ve heard in other
albums. If you've never heard Submission Hold you might
like this album, but if you want to capture the power, honesty, and sheer heart of Submission Hold, I would recommend checking out "Sack Cloth and Ashes, the Ostrich Dies
Tomorrow" or the above mentioned record. Available from
www.g7welcomingcomittee.com or
www.submissionhold.org. (b)
Switchboard - The Anxiety EP
This is alterna-rock that still manages to rock and maintain a
melody. The production and sound is pretty decent. The
songs are catchy but it’s not really my genre. If you liked the
old Rev 105 you’ll probably like this. (Peligro)

This Bike is a Pipe
Bomb - Three Way
Tie for a Fifth CD
This is the new TBIAPB album containing pretty much what
we've come to expect
from them. Catchy
country punk with a
social message. I
really like this
album. My roomate
commented on how I
was listening to it
every time I saw her (right before it mysteriously disappeared) but it's almost too much of what we expect from
them. It took me awhile to get past their typical TBIAPB
style and get into the meat of the songs but once I did I
couldn't turn it off. It's bookended by two story/songs about
boxers, Jack Johnson and Sonny Liston. It's also got a handful ripped straight from Rymodee’s heartwrenching solo
record as well as a couple new ones like “Better Off Dead”
that Terry, the bassist, sings. As usual with TBIAPB, this an
inspiring set of songs that I couldn't recommend enough for
anyone into country, punk, or dancing to country punk.
Vaaregera - Mundo Perdido tape
Minneapolis' own Vaaregera releases their first recording
with seven songs of blistering D-beat crust madness. The
title track "Mundo Perdido" (lost world) sets the mood for
this tape with lyrics dealing with the insanity, a world that
refuses to change, can impose on a person. The feeling carries on through out the rest of the recording with songs that
range from the plight of South America to the inaction we're
all guilty of. Sticking true to the bands’ roots, all songs are in
Portuguese and unfortunately it doesn't include the translations. This recording is straight up raw and brutal the way it
was meant to be, with vocals that sound somewhere in
between cookie monster and a lion. A definite must for fans
of the genre. E-mail for vaaregera@hotmail.com for info. (b)
V/A - Peace Not War Volume 2 CD
If you like music like Jurassic 5, Paris, Anti-Flag, Sonic
Youth, Jane’s Addiction, Ani DeFranco, Le Tigre, Spearhead
or Propagandhi, then you’ll probably enjoy this CD. All benefits go to peace groups which if you check out their website
(www.peace-not-war.org) pretty much amount to a handful
in the U.S. and at least they’re not infiltrated by socialists. In
the words of that true peacemaker, Ice Cube, who’s got an
album called War and Peace: “I'd rather break bread than
break your head, break your legs, have ‘em broken, I ain't no
joke, don't provoke, the gun smoke from the highest slope,
eternal peace, for my peoples and my folks.” (Peligro)
V/A - Root Beer and Molotovs
CD
This is a compilation from the Ten
Fingers Collective in Maine and it
was all recorded in their DIY space.
Before I talk about the music let me
just say that this is just the type of
‘cute-core’ and yes, I made that
term up, that turns my stomach. The
CD itself is actually covered in all these stick figure smiley
punk boys and girls a la Tight Pants. Now that we’ve talked
about the danger of cute-core, I want to say that I love this
album (and ask anyone who knows me whether I’m cute or
not). It’s got a lot of my current favorites like Rosa, Bread
and Roses, Soophie Nun Squad, as well as the transcendently
wonderful Milkcrate Rustlers. If you like real folk punk than
pick this up www.tenfingerscollective.tk. (Peligro)

The Anarchists Cookbook: Recipes for Disaster by
Crimethinc
Those wily kids at Crimethinc are at it again. They’re the
diaper rash in the pants of all these working class academics
that they just can’t cure. This ambitious book is packed with
dozens of, as they call them, ‘recipes for disaster.’ But that’s
subjective; one system’s disaster is another person’s liberation, right? This book is a must have for every single person
no matter how hopeless or jaded. (Peligro)
Anarchy in the Age of Dinosaurs by the Curious George
Brigade
There has been so much good anarchist theory coming out of
late! It seems that in the past 10 years that we’ve been airing
out the stench of 100 year old orthodoxies (Kropotkin,
Bakunin, Bookchin, Bob Black etc.) and that only in the last
few years have we finally started to see all the infighting
give way to original thought. This book is an important step
in the anarchist movement if we choose to heed it. If you are
a leftist or a liberal (still in the closet?) then you will be
offended. It refers to the left, and for that matter to the right,
as dinosaurs. Extinct. What it proposes is that anarchy can be
the new mammals, darting between the feet of the dinosaurs
until they collapse from their own overweight and we mammals, and all our anti-authoritarian forms of self-organization, are all that’s left. The solution is called folk anarchy.
"Folk Anarchy is the name we have given to the arrow aimed
at the heart of every dinosaur. We are replacing the mass
movement with a scrappy multitude of mutineers, gypsies,
sprawling shanties, thieves in the knight and mad scientists.
Anarchy is not an end, anarchy is a beginning!" What they
are saying is that anarchy is the process, the now, and not
just a future possibility. As Bonnano said, anarchy is a tension and not an alternate heaven that never will exist.
AITAOD is saying that we need to focus on the tension and
not on the utopia. In any case, pick up this book and read it.
After you’ve sat on its ideas for awhile read it again, then
write your own motherfucking book. (Peligro)
Fragments of an Anarchist Anthropology by David
Graeber
This is one of the best introductions to anarchism that I’ve
ever read. Somehow we’ve gained an advocate in the hallowed halls of Yale who can not only call his school, department, and career to heed for not being more sympathetic to
anarchists but can also add to our understanding of our own
anarchist theory. Graeber explains why academics prefer
Marxism to anarchism at the same time as he dips his fingers
in every anarchist tradition from primitivism to syndicalism
to chart out where we’re headed as a movement. The most
important ideas he brings up resonate with other things going
on right now, like zeitgeist, the autonomist idea that we don’t
need to fight the state directly as long as we’re building and
maintaining social institutions that are based in opposition to
authority as well as questioning our outdated view of ‘revolution.’ This book is tiny but inspiring. The part that sent a
chill up my spine was his suggestion that anarchists start a
campaign for a 16 hour work week, four days a week and
four hours a day. Give me 24 extra hours a week and this
capitalist system will be sorry. (Peligro)
Inside Out: A Memoir of Entering and Breaking Out of a
Minneapolis Political Cult by Alexandra Stein
This book is a little bit old but who cares? It’s still relevant.

It tells the story of one woman’s journey as a member of the
Minneapolis socialist/communist cult known as the C.O. or
the O. This is the group whose brainwashed members
destroyed the cooperative movement in the Twin Cities in the
1970’s. They busted it up with paranoia and violence,
including blowing up cars and beating people up. That’s not
the point of this book though. She enters the O only after
they’ve destroyed the co-ops in Minneapolis. The author
paints a picture of innocent people taken advantage of by a
charismatic leader. But their complete obedience to a leader
figure seems typical of guilt wracked leftists who will do
anything to prove that they’ve distanced themselves from
their backgrounds of economic or race privilege. The funny
thing is that it’s the feminist impulse of the author that wakes
her up to the bullshit going on in the O, and is probably the
reason she left. The author talks about the weird terminology
that the group uses to confuse its membership as well as the
leader -worship, infiltration, subversion of democratic
processes, and unquestioning discipline that is imposed at the
cost of free thought. As I read this book it struck me that
every socialist fringe group is a cult. I looked on the internet
for some that I know to be evil, by experience, and found a
website at reds.linefeed.org/groups that reaffirms this idea.
We could probably expand it to include all authoritarian
groups (like the campus Greens) but it seems to me that these
socialist groups are the most dangerous because they prey on
young idealistic people and then spits them out. It’s been
decades since socialism was discredited by the people who
lived under it so why is it still acceptable for authoritarians to
be spouting this bullshit without anyone talking back? The O
is still around, it may take different forms, or at least
acronyms, but in spirit it is still haunting us. (Peligro)
Navigating the Space Between
Brilliance and Madness by the
Icarus Project - $5-$100, PO Box
18, Spring Glen, NY 12483
I initially heard of the Icarus Project
as they toured through Minneapolis
to promote this book. They weren't
here only to sell books but to spark
discussion about mental health in
communities like ours. Since purchasing this book, I've lent it to
countless people who've always returned it to me (sometimes
under duress) but who were always inspired by the art, ideas,
and passion that is contained. I don't identify as mentally ill,
but throughout my life I've suffered from depression, anxiety,
alchoholism, and drug abuse. Over the last few years I've
started to realize that not only do we need to take care of our
bodies so we can outrun the cops, but that we also need to
remember to take care of our brains. Remember kids, our
brains are the only thing separating us from pro-lifers so we
better take care of them. (Nilz)
Open Eyes Unlock Doors by Robnoxious - $14, PO Box
7434, Minneapolis, MN 55407, for bulk copies, e-mail robalicious@justice.com

I'd like to title this review, 'how Robnoxious saved winter.'
We had less snow than goddamn Indiana, winter was slow
and cold and I had the creeping suspicion that I hated everyone around me. Just before I started pushing old people and
kicking puppies I went out to a show in a space that routinely
runs out of beer. I was sorely unprepared. So sober as a judge
I wandered around, feeling out the corners of the room for
extra alchohol. My senses directed me to a corner where
Robnoxious was peering lovingly at a stack of books
wrapped lovingly with bows of recycled bike tubes. My
curiosity piqued I asked, “What are you drinking?” “All the
banana wine you want comes free with book purchase,” he
answered. I took the book and downed the first glass of noxious wine. After I got home that night and the splotches had
left my face, and my breathing had regulated I began to read.
Hours passed like minutes as my discontent and hope intertwined in the political rants, fiction, and scathing radical
artsy bullshit: the best writing I've gotten my hands on in
years. Each cover is individually stenciled on recycled cardboard. The 300 pages are firmly bound and it was printed
independently. Best of all, this book proves that more than
heartburn comes out the Hard Times Cafe. (Nilz)
Rocket to Riyadh by Jason Galore
It is subtitled ‘Tales From the Terror Age’ and includes a
number of short stories, reviews, and rants from the life of
this local guy named Jason. It’s not half bad but it’s not really my thing. The feel on the earlier stories is just preachy and
predictable but later on the author drops some pretension and
starts to get interesting. It’s too bad that happens just as we
start to phase into the weird blog and comic book reviews. In
any case I’d suggest that local people check this out.
(Peligro)

Abolishing the Borders from
Below #16 - www.abb.hardcore.lt
This is a fantastic publication from
Eastern Europe covering actions,
events, and projects. It’s packed
with info about the vibrant anarchist
movement in Eastern Europe where
the anarchists not only have to deal
with the state but with commie nazis
and all manner of repression. This
issue was printed with contribution
from Active Distribution but I’m sure they need money for
the future so, for the price of only 12 beers a month we can
support our friends who are struggling in these violent
regimes. (Peligro)
Break the Chains #20 - $2, PO Box 12122, Eugene OR,
97440
This is a great zine that not only supports, but provides a
forum for revolutionaries persecuted by the state to voice
their humanity and explain conditions to those of us outside
the prison abolition movement. As they say it themselves

anarchist classic
HOMAGE to CATALONIA by GEORGE
ORWELL

Homage to Catalonia is an autobiographical account
of Orwell’s experiences in Spain during the Spanish
Civil War. Spain of the 1930’s was a hotbed of radicalism. The Catholic church conspired with the rich to
maintain a semi-feudal system where the majority of
workers and peasants were incredibly impoverished.
This led to the growth of a revolutionary labor union,
the anarchist CNT, with somewhere around a million
members. Over time, anarchist ideas integrated into
the mainstream of working class culture. Every time a
general strike would happen, these militants would
declare “communismo libertario” and burn a church or
town hall. At the same time, democratic reformers
were threatening the power of the church. When the
left won an election, the right wing forces in the military led by Francisco Franco, with the support of the
Catholic church, Hitler, and Mussolini staged a coup.
They captured about half of Spain immediately and
were only deterred in the northern cities by the CNT
who fought them in the streets. In the areas where they
fought off the fascists the government had completely collapsed so, as usual, these people declared “communismo libertario,” but this time it came true. The country was swept into revolution. Workplaces, plantations, and public services were collectivized. The whole of Spain was in a tumult of the future with one
half under fascist occupation and the other experimenting with anarchist ways of living. Orwell originally
went to Spain as a newspaper reporter but was swept up in the revolution and joined a left wing militia of
a small Marxist party. He tells the story of battles, the people, and the political intrigue of the Civil War
from the position of both participant and foreigner.
This book is good for people who don’t like to read history. It’s the real experience of a man with sincere
social ideals who became disillusioned with authoritarians who sought power under the pretext of social
change. Orwell describes the day to day existence of the militias to shed light on the larger political realities. The Spanish Revolution has been described as the preliminary to WW2 because the West refused help
to the Spanish people while the Nazi’s and Italians poured money into weapons and supplies for Franco.
Spain became the training ground for Hitler’s troops and strategies. Wary of supporting the radical tendencies of the Spanish people the ‘democratic countries’ preferred fascism. On the side of the Republicans, a
loose alliance of anarchists, socialists, communists, and democrats, only the Soviet Union offered any
assistance. The Soviets also feared any genuine revolutionary change and so worked to undermine the
power of the workers unions and the democratically run militias. Orwell describes the shoddy weaponry
and ammunition that the non-communist militias received, even though the anarchists were the ones who
ran the factories making the ammunition. The Soviets used their materials to get their Communist party
into power (even though it was non-existent at the start of the war) at the same time as they used the
sneaky political tricks that communists and socialists are still using today to subvert the democracy of the
coalition. Orwell talks a lot about the change in communist “line” in their newspapers. One day, some
anarchist would be a hero and the next described as an outlaw and thief. He describes how the militias at
the front would be lacking even bullets while the communist cops in Barcelona had shiny new pistols and
uniforms. In the end, the communists reverted to their true face and outlawed, first the POUM, and then
the anarchists, shooting them dead in the streets of Barcelona. Orwell was targeted by the communists as
were thousands of other militia members at the same time as the Fascists were at the city walls.
Homage to Catalonia is interesting not only for this depressing lesson about power but also for the
descriptions of revolutionary Spain. “Above all, there was a belief in the revolution and the future, a feeling of having suddenly emerged into an era of equality and freedom. Human beings were trying to behave
as human beings and not as cogs in the capitalist machine. In the barbers’ shops were Anarchist notices
(the barbers were mostly Anarchists) solemnly explaining that barbers were no longer slaves.” Orwell’s
experiences may not reflect our current reality, but at least it offers an alternative vision and a hope that
something else is possible. His story is a ray of light that broke out from between the totalitarian nightmares of communism and fascism at a time when no one thought any other option was available. It’s an
inspiring example that, with the current trajectory of American and global politics, we may soon need to
consider once again. (Peligro)

their focus is on ‘fighting state repression, prisoner support,
and prison abolition.’ Either buy the issue or send them
money to continue their good work. (Peligro)
Cookin’ the Books #1 - donation, PO Box 14007,
Minneapolis, MN 55414
This is a local radical coloring book by a whole bunch of
great artists. Just when I thought I could never look at another clip art graphic of a Molotov cocktail, Cookin’ the Books
comes along with its humor and plain midwestern awesomeness and revives any lingering passion I had for art. This is a
must have for the 2005 conscientious coloring consumer.
(Peligro)
Crude Noise #4 (with awesome hand-printed cover) - $3,
microcosmpublishing.com
My favorite part about Merrydeath’s zines is all the animal
art. Who doesn’t love a good woodblock print of hugging
cats? Anyway, in case you don’t already know, Merrydeath
is an awesome artist, which her zine makes very clear. This
issue has a lot of drawings and prints to illustrate some nice
radical labor history. There’s also a piece about her family,
some stories, and interesting outside contributions. Crude
Noise #4 is worth your money, as usual. (p)
Fifth Estate #367 - $3, PO Box 201016, Ferndale, MI 48220
This is one of the best anarchist magazines around, containing a huge variety of stuff; well worth the three dollars. The
unfortunate thing is that they (like many of us) are struggling
with a layout that is just on the safe side of the infamously
mindrottingly boring Z Magazine. How am I supposed to
react if a graphic is so digitized that only my experience with
anarchist imagery gives me the vague idea that it might be
barbed wire. From now on I’m just gonna assume someone
spilled some coffee on my mail and save myself the
headache of interpreting computer images. (Peligro)
Green Anarchy #17 - $4, PO Box 11331, Eugene ,OR
97440
Oh Green Anarchy, I loved you when you were putting the
ultra-leftist’s working class panties in a bunch but, jeez, I
really have no idea what you’re talking about these days. I
thought you were against specialization but you’ve made up
all this silly terminology. Seriously, who says things like ‘we
must aid animals to arise against the apathetic and droned
humanity which has taken them to a complete state of atrocity and horrific taming or submission.’ Someone went to college… but try saying it aloud. I really do like the 40 something pages documenting direct actions and resistance across
the world but where’s the connection. You’re running the risk
of theorizing yourself into nonsense and losing the next generation of anarcho-primitivists somewhere in the limbo
between theory for theories sake (is there any other kind) and
practical action. Please throw away your thesaurus. (Peligro)
Green Anarchy #18 - see above review
If I was on a month long pilgrimage and only enough room
for 85 pages, I would bring this issue of Green Anarchy.
Why? Because it will take you that long to figure out what
the hell they’re saying. Let me save you the time and quote
the view reiterated throughout the entire issue:
"All of us recognize race, gender, and socio-economic status
(class) as major factors determining one’s relative position in
society today. For those engaged in specific critiques of
racism, patriarchy, and social inequality the anti-civilization
perspective offers valuable insights into how these social
dynamics have evolved through time and how they function
in contemporary society? (From ‘Class Struggle" page 10)"
If you would like to read this paragraph in further detail eight
or nine times then I recommend picking up this issue of
Green Anarchy. Sift through the mind numbing theory and
there are some worthwhile things in this issue. There is an
article on zombies, which was educational while actually
having entertainment value. I enjoyed the reports on direct
actions and other struggles, which are hard to find information on elsewhere. It was also pleasant to read about the
Feral Visions primitive skill share. Shit like that makes me
feel like we are actually building something worthwhile (not
that I would dream of "producing"). Finally, and often over
looked, I enjoyed a lot of the artwork. The photos were great,
and I’m always a sucker for collage work. Reading GA I
don’t agree with all the theory but, although that is the focus,
it is the least interesting part. I would navigate a canoe
upstream to collect wild rice with GA any day, but let’s leave
the "anti-civ" rhetoric on our powerbooks. (g)
Green Anarchy #19 - see above review
In this issue of Green Anarchy, the writings surround the
theme of “Indigenous Resistance to Civilization”. All in all it
is what one expects from GA. There are some great reports
of actions and a lot of stories of resistance that have been
hidden or forgotten. Not being one-hundred percent in agreement with the anti-civ ideology (or lack of, according to
Aragorn on page 6), I have a hard time with those articles
that are deeply saturated with theory. It is, however, interesting and educational in it’s own right. If you have never read
GA before this issue wouldn't be a bad introduction. It's good
to have dialogue from all perspectives and GA deserves support. (g)
Here It Is #2 - $1, Erin Tobey, PO Box 3382, Bloomington,
IN 4702 or from microcosmpublishing.com
This zine is great because Erin draws cute cartoons and
scrawls smart/honest/funny things to go along with them and
she’s real good at it. Here It Is is about Erin’s life, and after
looking at her stories, I wished she was my friend. Also
included is an insightful Baudrillardian critique of Friendster.
The zine is a quick read, it’s good shit. (p)
Hogwash #1 - no contact info
This zine is subtitled “Random Skills that will Get You
Nowhere” and includes instructions on how to tan a hide,
makeshift heaters and stoves, stiltwalking, and building a
silkscreen. It’s pretty well written with comprehensive
instructions so pick it up if you run into it. (Peligro)
Kersplebedeb Catalog 2004 - CP 63560 CCCP Van Horne,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3W 3H8
This is the catalog of this unprouncable radical distro of
pamphlets, book, shirts, and buttons among other regalia.
It’s Canadian so be prepared to pay international shipping
prices.
Mad Kweer #5 - Outreach, 600 Williams St, Madison, WI
53703
This is a cool zine for queer youth from the wilderness of
Wisconsin. I was really refreshed to read it because it seems
like the news for queer folk has been pretty bad lately with
gay marriage bans and the accompanying rise in anti-gay
talk. MK has humor, spirit, actual dialogue, and useful
resources. Maybe next time they’ll leave out the poetry.
(Peligro)

Maximum Rocknroll #262 - $4, PO Box 460760, San
Francisco, CA 94146-0760
The March issue of the punk rock bible is packed with
columns, news, band interviews, and reviews. (Peligro)
The New York Rat #2 www.dominantfiction.com/newyorkrat.htm
This is a great new anarchist paper from NYC – another fantastic addition to the trend of free and local anarcho tabloids
that is sweeping the country. It contains information on the
eviction of Casa Del Sol squat in the Bronx by the opportunist phonies at mock community group ACORN (who also
locked out workers who wanted to unionize a couple years
back), critical mass struggles, tips for negotiating bureaucracy by the dispossessed network, and a local calendar. It
looks good and I’m sure it will only improve with time.
(Peligro)
Nightshade #1 - PO Box 77, Fall Creek, WI 54742
I’m a little skeptical about this po Box #. But how many
could there be in Fall creek Wisconsin? This zine really grew
on me. It’s a pseudo-autobiographical account of this young
mans time after graduating high school. Cometbus for people
from small Midwestern towns. At firs the voice of the writers
seemed a little self-conscious but he grew into it and and I
got wrapped into it I just heard the next issue is out and I’ll
certainly seek it out. (Peligro)
Off the Hook #6 - $2, S. Chicago ABC, PO Box 721,
Homewood, IL 80430
This is the zine of the Missouri prison labor union and is distributed by the South Chicago Anarchist Black Cross. It’s 16
folded pages in normal zine format. Off the Hook has interesting articles about the plight of social and political prisoners alike. Considering that there are around two million people locked in prison in the US, this is one of the most important causes to support. (Peligro)
The Paper Brick #2 - SIEO Office, Mailbox 50, University
Center, 1015 Reserve St, Stevens Point, WI 54481
This zine appears to be the product
of a progressive student group in
Wisconsin. It’s got articles about
Bush and students rights, art, and
way, way too much poetry. The layout’s pretty good though. (Peligro)
Prairie Fire Volume 4 #2 - PO Box
2442, Madison, WI 53701
This is the newsletter of the
International Workers of the World
in Madison and contains updates of
the RNC protests in NYC, wobbly
organizing at Starbucks, dairy farmers in Oregon, and a local
calendar. We need more little broadsheets like this. (Peligro)
Profane Existence #47 - $5, www.profaneexistence.com
This is the latest from the new and improved Profane
Existence. One hundred pages bound in a gloss book format,
with great interviews with your favorite bands, Extinction of
Mankind, Blown to Bits, Ballast, Avskum, and Iskra, but
remember what your mom says, its not just about the music.
This issue also includes an interview with our very own
Spokes Pizza Collective, an article on alternative diy feminine products, as well as the homophobic agenda behind
recent laws banning same sex marriages. Don't forget to
check out my favorite feature, the injustice system, showcasing writings from our counterparts behind bars. As always
there are great columns and hundreds of reviews not to mention some awesome vegan recipes. If you got five dollars
laying around its definitely worth it. (b)
Slingshot #84-85 - free, 3124 Shattuck Ave, Berkeley, CA
94705
This is the best activist newspaper in the country and contains its usual high quality mix of politics, theory, events, and
personal stuff. I’ve especially liked the practical theory that’s
been popping up in Molly Coddles’ articles, like the @ in
family that grapples with questions of anarchist community
and family. (Peligro)
Slug and Lettuce #81 - donation, PO Box 26632,
Richmond, VA 23261-6632
S and L is one of the best
zines in the country, packed
with DIY passion and info as
usual. The editor has been in
a financial crunch for awhile
due to the lack of ads; it just
doesn’t make sense for record
labels to advertise in zines
anymore when the internet is free and readily available. It’s
time that readers started to understand that these resources
cost money to create and started supporting them financially
otherwise we will lose them and be stuck reading Spin magazine. Send her some donations. (Peligro)
Trouble in Mind #6 - $2, PO Box 44254, Detroit, MI 48244
This is a beautiful zine, a real work of art. This issue is in an
autobiographical comic format that, as usual with this zine,
expressed and distilled all these feelings I have about community and our lifestyles and came up with answer that all
we can do is keep on. This zine is a tonic for those of us who
are exhausted from winter bike riding and caring too much
about the life around us. (Peligro)
Women’s Self Defense: Stories and Strategies of Survival
#2 - $3, Pirata Press, PO Box 2433, Champaign, IL 61825
This zine isn’t very new (it’s from 2003), but I just read it for
the first time and it’s fucking great. I’m serious! It’s full of
stories about women kicking ass (figuratively and literally).
It’s really fucked up how most of us have been sexually
assaulted at one or more points in our life, but it’s reality, and
that’s why publications like this are so necessary. This zine
is all about fighting back and defending yourself. It’s never
too late to fight back against sexual assault and Women’s
Self Defense provides endless examples of the many ways
that can be done. I’m really grateful that this zine exists.
Everyone should read it. It will inspire you, I promise. (p)
World in Trouble Winter ‘05 - donation, PO Box 14007,
Minneapolis, MN 55414
Another quarter page sized coloring book. High quality,
funny, and radical. Fuck ironic pop-art, WIT’s passionate and
radical sincerity is the future of art! (Peligro)
Zero Authority #6 - PO Box 47871 Plymouth MN 55447
This is a little anarcho punk zine with the requisite cover of
someone about to be executed and stencil type fonts. It’s got
a mish mash of rants about politics, reprints from other
places, and bands. I like it well enough and am glad to see
political zines coming out around here again. (Peligro)

Kids, This is your real enemy!
Hello.
I’d like to order a dozen pizzas to
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Please.

OK.

OK.
That will be
124.86. Just let
me check the
caller ID...

Drat!
Foiled again!

...
I’m
sorry sir, but
it shows your
place of residence
to be an old mill on
the outskirts of
town.

it’s
a Daybreak!
logo contest!
design us
a bad-ass
logo and win
a real prize
(not a pile of
boring pamphlets).
daybreak!
PO Box 14007
Minneapolis,
MN
55414

deadline:
july 1st

Calendar

WWW.ROADLESS-SUMMER.ORG

MINNEAPOLISFNB@YAHOO.COM

FRIDAYS
CRITICAL MASS
THE LAST FRIDAY OF EVERY MONTH AT 5PM.
MEETS BY THE FOUNTAIN IN LORING PARK.

WEDNESDAYS
FOOD NOT BOMBS
7PM PEAVEY PARK

WEEKLY
TUESDAYS
INDYMEDIA NIGHT AT THE DINKYTOWNER
THE THRID TUESDAY OF EVEY MONTH
WWW.TWINCITIES.INDYMEDIA.ORG

27-AUG 3: FERAL VISIONS: BLACK AND GREEN GATHERING
SOUTHERN APPALACHIA WWW.GREENANARCHY.ORG

6 - 8 : G8 SCOTLAND
WWW.DISSENT.ORG.UK

JULY:
2 - 3 : CLITFEST: CONFREONITNG LATENT INEQUALITY TOGETHER
WWW.CLITFEST.ORG

25-26 IWW 100TH ANNIVERSARY CONFERANCE
CHICAGO, IL WWW.IWW.ORG

BIODEMOCRACY 2005: RECLAIM THE COMMONS!
PHILADELPHIA, PA BIODEV.ORG

1 8 - 2 1:
UNDER THE PAVEMENT:
FIRST EVER BLACK AND GREEN URBAN GATHERING
PHILADELPHIA, PA GBUG.ORG

17-19: SOUTHERN GIRLS CONVENTION
BATION ROUGE,LA WWW.SOUTHERNGIRLSCONVENTION.ORG

WITH JEFF

10-12: INTERNATIONAL DAY OF SOLIDARITY
“FREE” LUERS

JUNE:
3 - 5 :RADFEST/MIDWEST SOCIAL FORUM
WILLIAMS BAY,WI WWW.RADFEST.ORG

INDIANA

AND NEOLIBERAL GLOBALIZATION

MAY-AUGUST: CALL FOR A ROADLESS SUMMER AGAINST I-69

26- 29 : SEXY SPRING: SKILLSHARES, EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS,
AND SEX-POSITIVE RADICAL ENTERTAINMENT AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS.
WWW.BATANNEX.ORG

2 1 : MONTREAL ANARCHIST BOOKFAIR 10AM-6PM
ANARCHISTBOOKFAIR.TAKTIK.ORG

MAY:
1: MAY DAY! HEART OF THE BEAST PARADE
AT POWDERBORN PARK 1PM

A P R I L 9 - JU N E 2 5 : SPOT ON ZINE FAIR
AT THE MINNESTOA CENTER FOR BOOK ARTS
WWW.MNBOOKARTS.ORG

Resources

FOOD NOT BOMBS MINNEAPOLIS
MINNEAPOLISFNB@YAHOO.COM

NORTHLAND POSTER COLLECTIVE
1613 E LAKE ST. 612.721.2273

HEART OF THE BEAST THEATER
1500 LAKE ST. 612.721.2535

GREASEPIT BIKE WORKSHOP
BEHIND THE BEDLAM
HOME.MN.RR.COM/COLLECTIVECYCLE/

BEDLAM THEATRE
504 CEDAR AVE 612.341.1038

MATCHBOX CAFÉ
1306 2ND ST. NE 612.259.0069

THE HUB BIKE CO-OP
3026 MINNEHAHA AVE. 612.729.0347

ARISE! BOOKSTORE
2441 LYNDALE AVE. 612.871.7110

EXTREME NOISE
407 W LAKE ST. 612.824.0100

NORTH COUNTRY CO-OP
1929 S 5TH ST. 612.338.3110

HARD TIMES CAFÉ
1821 RIVERSIDE AVE. 612.341.9261

SPOKES PIZZA
AT THE SEWARD CAFÉ THURSDAY-SATURDAY NIGHTS
612.ALFREDO

SEWARD CAFÉ
2129 FRANKLIN AVE. 612.332.1011

A-INFOS NEWS SERVICE
WWW.AINFOS.CA

INTERACTIVIST INFO EXCHANGE
SLASH.AUTONOMEDIA.ORG

INDYMEDIA INTERNATIONAL
WWW.INDYMEDIA.ORG

ZINELIBRARY.NET

INFOSHOP.ORG

ANTI-RACIST ACTION
ARAMPLS@HOTMAIL.COM WWW.ARAMPLS.COM

RAMBL
(REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVIST MOM AND BABY LEAGUE)
GROUPS.YAHOO.COM/GROUP/RAMBL

MN ANARCHIST AND ANTI-AUTHORITARIANS
WWW.MNANARCHISTS.ORG

TWIN CITIES INDYMEDIA
WWW.TWINCITIES.INDYMEDIA.ORG

WOMEN’S PRISON BOOK PROJECT
WPBP@GURLMAIL.COM WWW.PRISONACTIVIST.ORG/WPBP

FREE RADIO TWIN CITIES
93.1 FM FRTC@BARI.IWW.ORG

